My name is Leslie K. Williams. I am currently in Connecticut and scheduled to leave the state in the middle of this month. I will be going right before school starts. I have already been informed that I am on a special list. I have been repeatedly pushed to the point where they have no interest in my case. My sister, who is a legal advocate, has been working on my behalf for over a year. She has been instrumental in bringing attention to my situation. She has been working tirelessly on my behalf and has even gone as far as to file a federal lawsuit. I have been subjected to无数 harassment and abuse, both physical and emotional. I have been threatened with violence and have even been forced to undergo medical procedures without my consent. My sister has been able to bring attention to this issue and has been able to prevent further harm to myself.

So do you believe this sounds like a drug addict who doesn't care about his life or how I live? I know I was manipulated through through Remote Neural Monitoring at least since 1969 as at least 24×30 or more times stimulated upon GOOGLE B. And they used it on me on Steedman Appleep and now on occasions. A woman knows when being manipulated when they are able to explain themselves and their identity. They are physically and mentally manipulated by Remote Neural Monitoring directly manipulates a Target's behavior, thoughts and actions and it is an identity as described online as well I have over 3085 separate email accounts that hold varying 50,000 email files that have been saved and stored. They hold patterns of technologies that describe the technologies used on me and hundreds of thousands of other targets that are all over the world. Flipboard and Google are being manipulated by them and Remote Neural Monitoring compiles a high number of these remote files containing these technologies and their identities.

I do not make it not sleep with anyone can come directly from a Choice I made after it or Bowman Compulsive Disorder started -Because not only of my religious beliefs but because I did not want to be pregnant and raise a child in a household where the mother did not have complete control over this compulsive behavior which in turn could affect their children in a drastic detrimental fashion. My voice was not heard so I was silent in 2008 and 2009 /2010 and 2011-2012 and 2013-2014 and 2015-2016. I was not able to express my objections to dealing with them in a proper manner it went until 2010-2011 when I discovered that all the while throughout my entire life from at least 1939 that I was being manipulated remotely with Remote Neural Monitoring Influenza. Their is a common belief that freedom and chance-which stand for freedom from overconsumption mindset of Sales and on this type of monitoring is designed to be absolutely hard to prove so I do think it. At least it's known that this type of criminality is interested in EVERY SINGLE Community in the United States it is Preventive active and searching)

Understand the very best that I am able to do more than that the internet as it is ever-changing or changing the way it is being used today and can't help anything happened to it a bit but don't single-life and destroy most of their personal independence to exploit the effects and to exploit the effects of the electronic harassment and torture that have expanded to a target as long as the effects of the consequences of personal injury in the personal injuries they destroyed. They deliberately Cease Vehicle accidents of the Targets so their car is destroyed and they have targeted to do so. To a Syndicated Doctor Who Bills Medicare Out of Thousands and the electronic equipment they use are used in America and from that gun Multiple Tactica and Methods. They tell their story in a case and harass me 24×30 nonstop for over 10 Million a year and I am looking at a fixed income at 40 years of age and the effects of that I was subject to the effects of what they did, not a Penny of my own. As I'm doing things to expose them, while I'm doing things that are possibly providing them with good materials as a whole, the idea is that they are being worked over and they are being worked over and they are always looking for the truth of what they are doing. They have not been doing anything to me and they have not been doing anything to me.

I cannot think of this as a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them. They are a complete and/or complete action at any time anything happens to them.
Legal Aid Society Pro Bono Partners are Morrison & Foerster

Legal Aid Society
http://www.lassd.org/pro_bono_program.htm

Homeless Prevention Advocacy (HAP) provides advice for clients about Unlawful Detainer defenses. Volunteers assist in the completion of benefit application forms, filing appeals, tracking down missing checks, and in general, dealing with Social Security and Welfare offices. Since its inception, HAP has given assistance to thousands of homeless persons. Back to top.

Unlawful Detainer Clinics (Answers, Ex-Parte, Motion to Convert)

Date: Monday & Friday, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
     Tuesday & Thursday, 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Place: San Diego Superior Court
        Hall of Justice
        330 West Broadway, 2nd Floor (Civil Business Filing Office)
        San Diego, CA 92101

Click here for directions. Back to top.

And

Date: This clinic operates on:
       Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Place: San Diego Superior Court - South County
       500 Third Avenue - Room 158
       Chula Vista, CA 91910

Click here for directions. Back to top.

And

Date: Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. (M, W, F) and 9:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. (T, Th)

Place: San Diego Superior Court - East County
       250 E. Main Street, next to Department 1
       El Cajon, CA 92020

We also have free clinics to help you.
About the Pro Bono Program

The Legal Aid Society of San Diego, Inc. (LASSD) Pro Bono Program staff and volunteers are dedicated to providing equal access to justice to poor people through a wide range of quality legal services.

The LASSD Pro Bono Program staff and volunteers provide legal assistance in various areas of law, including health, powers of attorney, conservatorships, family, housing, special education, immigration, consumer, youth and family mediation, peer mediation, school discipline and corporate assistance to non-profit organizations.

We provide these services at different locations accessible to the low income and ethnic communities that we serve. The LASSD Pro Bono Program has legal clinics in family law, domestic violence, housing and youth law in locations throughout San Diego County.

Also, we give community education presentations in many of the areas of law in which we practice. The LASSD Pro Bono Program provides all training and also mentors its over 1,000 volunteers, attorneys and non-attorneys. From 2005-2006 the LASSD Pro Bono Program provided legal advice to nearly 8,000 clients, gave facilitator-like assistance to an additional 3,000 people and provided community education to thousands more.

In 2002, pro bono volunteers contributed legal services worth about $2,500,000. Staff and volunteers have provided nearly 17,500 hours of legal services to Legal Aid Society of San Diego clients.

In collaboration with:
- La Raza Lawyers of San Diego
- Filipino American Lawyers of San Diego
- Pan-Asian Lawyers of San Diego
- Earl B. Gillam Bar Association

These organizations received awards for outstanding service:
- California Western School of Law
- Southwestern Community College
- University of San Diego Paralegal Program
- Heller Ehrman LLP
- Pillsbury Winthrop, LLP
- Morrison & Foerster LLP
- QUALCOMM, Inc.
- La Raza Lawyers of San Diego
- Filipino American Lawyers of San Diego
- Pan-Asian Lawyers of San Diego
- Earl B. Gillam Bar Association
- San Diego City Schools Race Human Relations Department

LSC

"Partially funded by the City of San Diego Community and Economic Development Department"
San Diego County District Attorney

Hotlines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotline</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child Abuse</td>
<td>800-344-6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Fraud &amp; Identity Theft</td>
<td>858-737-7171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Fraud</td>
<td>619-531-3507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime Stoppers</td>
<td>888-580-8477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Violence</td>
<td>888-383-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elder Abuse</td>
<td>800-510-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Crimes Against Children</td>
<td>858-715-7100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate Fraud</td>
<td>619-531-3552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Assault Felony Enforcement (SAFE) Task Force</td>
<td>858-268-5400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalking Strike Force</td>
<td>619-515-8980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Assistance</td>
<td>619-531-4841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare Fraud</td>
<td>800-421-2252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers Compensation Fraud</td>
<td>800-315-7672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Protective Services/Elder Abuse</td>
<td>800-510-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego County</td>
<td>800-339-4661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside San Diego County</td>
<td>877-662-6384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methamphetamine Hotline</td>
<td>800-843-5678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Center for Missing &amp; Exploited Children</td>
<td>800-656-4673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Assault (National)</td>
<td>619-531-3915</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

©2010 San Diego County District Attorney. All Rights Reserved
Privacy Statement & Conditions

Handwritten note:

contacted by me on 11/25/11
by my cell phone
Told them I'm a
Gang-stalking
Human Trafficking
Target & That
There is a extreme
Great Likelihood
San Diego Police
Officers are
Involved

http://www.sdco.org/office/content
A GangStalker Confesses

1 message

leslie williams <lesliew1234@gmail.com>
To: lesliew1234@gmail.com

Thu, Feb 24, 2011 at 10:06 PM

GANG STALKING TECH...EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW!!! http://groups.yahoo.com/group/onewetwork/t/2/messages/20047...I was eventually offered a place in the syndicate. The syndicate was presented to me as a kind of fraternity, a masonic-like mutual profit organization with strong police-like overtones. I was told that I was helping build a better society. However, I have never been given any of the advancement opportunities I was promised. The "advancement system" of the syndicate is a slippery slope. They make you give up your security privileges, so eventually all of your communications are watched (which is why I composified my email account offline and sent it via an internet cafe) and you have to attend meetings after meeting of mind-numbing drivel and propaganda that if you sign contracts giving up your life and freedom, you won't be killed. The three or four have only seen twice the rank of manager, and I don't feel as if it is an awesomely bad experience. Worse, you are never allowed to leave because they think you will give away secrets. Leaving is only permissible with a special contract that permits the syndicate to destroy your credibility (usually make sure that the most attention any secrets that you reveal get is from crackpot UFO magazines, or diagnose you with schizophrenia). There are other problems. If you have children, you have to send them to the education of syndicate owned schools. If you have a wife, you have to report other women, allow her to be spied upon, and be prepared to target her if they decide to turn her into a TI. The official "compensation" policy is that you will get lost when the children if she lodges a divorce. However, you won't get to keep most of her material goods. They only want her to lose in the divorce proceedings so she gets nothing, not so the husband gets anything, so the syndicate takes it back as a tithe. I suppose I should introduce the syndicate in a little more detail. I'm still smart enough to realize that it is trying to do. To everyday citizens, it presents itself as a group trying to monitor terrorists (or any other kind of flavour of the month criminal, like vampire-worshipping witches) and drive them out. To other people, its a rotary club/number of chamber of commerce type operation. To others, it is the most twisted conspiratorial minds, it is an organization that pull out strings behind everything. To the public, it is a cleansing force. To the syndicate, it is a gang of other deviants with the same ends as the syndicate. The syndicate to everyone, though. I don't know the extent of what it owns. I do, however, know a great deal about the targeting process. When we get targets, we divide them into four categories: mercey, practice, planning, and enemy. Mercey targets are bought by outside parties. We advertise under the guise of, for example by "individuals" claiming to be able to kidnap a person to practice on. Some groups keep targets, like his parents, and the government is more or less the government. This is one example of a group of people that we are targeting, and which we may target. We get a lot of money from them, but we can still muster the same if we don't want to spend. I'm not sure any more about the NWO theory. Maybe the XXXXxxxxxxxx, but you'd be surprised at how much of the money we get from crime. I don't mean that we go out robbing people, but we can source money from bikergangs/kinkhead/drug dealers pretty easily. Our syndicate gets a lot of support from people in rough areas like XXXX, XXXX and XXXX. Because there are areas where people are desperate for money, we can get them to find all kinds of ways to use the criminal methods of society. Of course, they are only pressuring them into giving us money, but it is a pretty cozy arrangement. The second type of target is the practice target. We use them to train mobs. These targets don't actually change, because we don't want TOO many people fighting back at us. But we do rotate trainees between practice targets. This stops the enemy from using the same people every time there's a street show. Then there are planning targets. These are the targets that are selected for some reason or other but aren't paid for by the mercey. You can usually tell the difference between planning practice targets because they are in groups of people. The groups are always chosen by the same people, though. They practice ones of course change for their privacy. I don't know how the planning ones are chosen. Enemy targets are people that decide they've had enough and turn against us. Since they protest and try to foil our plans (which, considering that our jobs are already empty, is a real pain in the arse), we try to really give them half. The best way of course, is through the psyche. My supervisor used to say that the Soviets had it right with Sluggishly Progressing Schizophrenia. Some people up-top are proposing that we should create them, and intend on using them as a psychological weapon. We have the most variety in our recruits. Popular sources are these people who are mostly the people that we have the most trouble with. The majority of people with any knowledge of gang stalking will be familiar with: pestering and reporting minor incidents. The theatre is actually divided into two sub-branches: Scary Orchestration Officers (or "playwrights" as they call themselves) and Field Officers (or "thespians") as the case may be). We have the most variety in our departments. Popular sources are the police, theatre department, the zoo, and technicians of any kind. But we recruit from all places. Most members are neighborhood watch type targets (not officially NeighborhoodWatch, but "concerned people"). Ironically, we make sure that we do a lot of good, just to get some credibility. Then there is the Bureau of Authority ("The Moneybags"). They don't actually control the syndicate, but they have all the rights of and connections. So, ajuda might have control over the judicial process, but he will answer to,supervisor in the syndicate. Psychiatrists belong here too. The Moneybags are so-called because they raise a lot of the money, it would be suspicious if big corporations funded groups like this, but they can invest money into front groups. And the majority of the syndicate's work is done through completely legitimate fronts. We can tap phone lines and access people's records from behind government agencies. Usually, these are the guys that given the money. Normally, harrassment is organized under several "action policies", if a target isn't an enemy, a standard policy is enforced. Low level organizers (the aforementioned "playwrights") play around with the target for awhile and rotate them. Whenever a target is an "enemy", the policy doesn't immediately change, but orders/slap down from high-level organizers (usually the Supreme Council). I've referred to the 'thespians' to provoke the target or a similar target. And Moneybags fork down on them once they get in the way of the system. This is called Minions, because the thespians lure the "meat" (by making it dislike or fight back) into the "mines". The Bureau also protects members of the syndicate. Normally, in a court case or sexual examination or similar situation where a syndicate member is at the mercy of a money bag, a special order arises from above telling the money bag to make it easy on the guy and let him off scott free. The order is always printed in blue, on fancy cherry blossom paper, but in a very official border/font. "Cherrying" is the name for this secret process. The Bureau of Authority has every organized system of lawyers, judges, medical officials, etc. When you are committing a crime for the good of the syndicate, you must always report your location. Then they send cousin nancy (this is an affectionate term for the police in the employment of the syndicate that they send to arrest you instead of non syndicate cops. So you can go straight through the appropriate channels with nothing suspicious being seen) to tail you and "arrest" you the moment somebody calls 911. They all follow a minimal strategy though. For example, the mayor of XXXXXX is a member of the syndicate. But several of his advisors and aides are. This way we can get away with a discreet manner, and if a high-profile figure is arrested, our hold on an organization doesn't loosen. We try to arrangeeelections of mayors that aren't very headstrong. Too often the government is seen as a minor nuisance that we can look at. if you think they are particularly sadistic, different crops use different techs, but they're all unpleasant. Thespian operators come in a lot of different forms. There are ones that come as4 with big group of people who are out to do good, but that are actually syndicate targets. You could then lie in computer TV monitors at the game controls as people have heard they're even building fridge magnets with electronic things in them. That isn't so good from the Bank of Moneybags's perspective. They might manufacture this stuff that can cause deformities in the womb, as well as miscarriage and give them to women in their food. They can fake HIV/AIDS so that's the best shows up positive the first time, but subsequent tests show that it was false positive. This fake HIV can be put in the target's food. They usually give the target's few health scares, but they don't like to physically hurt anyone. One field tech I knew had a penchant for giving people Syphilis. They could treat it easily enough with penicillin but once the thespians always made sure that it would be diagnosed on time), but it showed up on the targets permanent records for medical treatment. They
PROMISE TO APPEAR

1. The defendant named above, Promise to come (appear): (1) before the Superior Court at the court location noted above on the appearance date and the time specified above; (2) at any other date and time which the charge(s) against me may be continued to; (3) in any other court which the charge(s) against me may be transferred to; and (4) at any other date and time at which a hearing on the conditions of my release is held.

I understand that if I do not come to court, I will be committing the crime of failure to appear and:

(1) I may be arrested immediately, or a capias may be issued;
(2) I may be sentenced to 1 (one) year in prison or fined $2,000 or both if I am charged with one or more misdemeanors (motor vehicle violation(s)); or
(3) I may be sentenced to 5 (five) years in prison or fined $5,000 or both if I am charged with one or more felonies.

A. Special Conditions of Release

1. Do not commit a federal, state or local crime.

Signed, (Defendant) 

Date and Time Signed

Signed, (Parent or Guardian if minor) 

Date and Time Signed

Subscribed to before me. Defendant advised of the above penalties and furnished with a copy of this promise and the notice on page 2.

Signed, (Police Officer, Assistant Clerk, Bail Comm.) 

Date and Time Signed

Job Title

Police Department (If applicable)

A: Cualquier agente del Estado de Connecticut que corresponda

De (Nombre del acusado) 

Dirección del acusado

Núm. de Teléfono

Distrito Judicial o Tribunal G.A. 

Dirección Del Tribunal

 Expediente Número

Doli(s) delito(s) lesio que me acusa 

Fecha Y Hora De Comparecencia 

(No comparezca más de 14 días después de su detención)

PROMESA A COMPARECER

El lenguaje previamente impreso en este formulario acerca de la fianza de comparecencia que rellena la firma del acusado, ha sido traducido al español y aparece al pie para su conveniencia. Es su responsabilidad tener traducida cualquier condición especial escrita que el juez imponga como condición de su libertad y que figure en la casilla A.

Yo, el acusado antes mencionado, PROMETO COMPARECER:

(1) ante el Tribunal de Primera Instancia en la dirección designada abajo y en la FECHA Y HORA DE COMPARECENCIA especificada anteriormente; (2) en cualquier otra fecha y hora para la que apliquen los cargos formulados contra mí; (3) ante cualquier otro tribunal al que se indique en el capítulos; y (4) en toda otra fecha y hora en que se celebre una audiencia sobre las condiciones de libertad.

Yo entiendo que SI NO COMPARECZO, conforme a la promesa anterior, ESTARÉ INCUMPIENDO EN EL DELITO DE FALTA DE COMPARECENCIA y estaré sujeto a lo siguiente:

(1) DETENCION INMEDIATA O EMISIÓN DE UN CAPIAS

Condiciones De Libertad

1. No cometer un delito federal, estatal o municipal.

Yo he leído/me han leído el aviso al dorso de este formulario y entiendo el aviso.

Firma (Acusado) Fecha Y Hora 

Firma (Padre, Madre o Guardián si es menor) Fecha Y Hora 

Suscribo ante mí. Al acusado se le ha advertido de las sanciones ya mencionadas y se le ha entregado una copia de esta promesa y del aviso en la página 2 de la presente.

Firma (Agente de la policía, secretario asistente, comisionado de fianzas) Fecha Y Hora De La Firma 

Cargo 

Departamento De Policía (si es aplicable) 

Superior Court Docket Number

FOR COURT USE

(Transparente: DISTRIBUCION: Copias al Secretario del Tribunal, Comisionado de fianzas, Defensor)
On the stated date I responded to the Canton Library for the report of a disorderly person. Upon my arrival I was met by the complainant as well as several other library staff members. I was advised by the staff that the subject, Leslie Williams was reporting that while she was typing an email on the library's computer, she was hacked into and the email she was typing was changed.

The complainant, librarian Robert Simon advised that he tried to explain to Williams that he would look into the issue but that it was highly unlikely that this could occur according to the libraries technical support team. Simon advised that Williams was becoming belligerent and would not listen to reason.

I asked Simon if he wanted Williams trespassed from the library. He consulted with other staff members who advised that Williams makes them very uncomfortable and that they would like her trespassed. Simon agreed with this course of action.

I went outside and spoke with Williams who was outside with Officer Saucier. Williams advised that she wanted to report that her email was hacked and nobody would help her. I advised Williams that she made several of the library employees uncomfortable with her behavior and she is not allowed in the library in the future. Williams was advised that she will be arrested for trespassing if she returns.

During this contact with Williams she made it clear that she records conversations so she can't be accused of things she didn't say or do. Williams advised that she would play the recording but then declined. It appears that Williams is paranoid and has issues with the government.

Myself and Ofc. Saucier stayed on scene until Williams left the property.
McElroy

Sgt. Maj. P. Penny

Questions

Should you have any

You can call us at any

Calls at the station at 6

With Library Rules and this

Wish you good luck, just coming

Can you come at any

A

11 May 05

11/11/2005

8560
Canton Police Department
Citizen Complaint Report

Complaint Regarding: ___________________________ Complainant: ___________________________

Officer: ___________________________ Name: Leslie E Williams
Location Of Incident: ___________________________ Address: P.O. Box 686
Date And Time: ___________________________ Phone: ___________________________

Description Of Incident (Use additional space, if needed)

Go to www.gangstalkingworld.com under Their techniques page you will observe cyber monitoring hindrance & espionage is a gangstalking technique. I was 100% exposed to cyber alteration & theft. I sent 3 emails to a state representative today. The computer email account was closed down that I was using other work in and whoever entered my computer activity opened up a second email account window. So 2 of the same email accounts were opened. Closing 1 in order to do it. Other cyber espionage was expedited. It is as follows. It was learned by me that after I sent the 3 emails to a state representative that the information I sent was altered & edited. This includes - 1 specific sentence and the fact hey changed the contact email that I included in the contact form which was the form to the state representative. The contact information was also compromised and the individual who did it put in my initials. I was trying to send the contact information anonymously.

Complainant's Signature: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________

Complaint Received By: ___________________________ Distribution (1 copy to Chief Of Police)

Whoever was doing this was also copying and pasting and Those compromised copies of this contact information sent to be rep into my account I had opened.
The UPS Store - #2391
220 Albany Tpke
P.O. Box 1039
Canton, CT 06019
(860) 693-9833

05/23/11  12:01  PM

We are the one stop for all your shipping, postal and business needs.

We offer all the services you need to keep your business going.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001 000004 (018)</td>
<td>Fax Service</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002 500242 (014) <strong><strong>S</strong></strong></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003 036001 (003) 8.5 x 11 Copies</td>
<td>QTY 4</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SubTotal: $4.90
Sales Tax: $0.30
Total: $5.20

Cash: $50.00
Change: $44.80

Receipt ID 032953309879888814 007 Items
CASH: Star  Tran: 0530 Reg: 001

Thank you for visiting our store.
Please come back again soon.

Whatever your business and personal needs, we are here to serve you.

ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN $1000

We value your feedback
To enter please complete the customer satisfaction survey located at:

www.theupsstore.com/survey

For official rules and Terms and Conditions go to www.theupsstore.com and click on the Customer Experience Survey link.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FAX</strong></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>To</strong></td>
<td>Andrew Schneider</td>
<td><strong>From</strong></td>
<td>Leslie KWilliams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Company</strong></td>
<td>ACLU-Hartford, CT</td>
<td><strong>Phone number</strong></td>
<td>P.O. Box</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fax number</strong></td>
<td>860-586-8900</td>
<td><strong>Fax number</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td>05/23/2011</td>
<td><strong>Total pages</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job number</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Please Forward to - Sandra Staub - Legal Director and/or Andrew Schneider - Executive Director -

my name is Leslie K Williams - 368-84-6514.

This is only a initial preliminary Fax Regarding The Fact I was arrested in Hartford Ct on May 19 2011 - I'm being Gangstalked which stemmed from the fact that reality that I'm a whistleblower concerning government corruption - I made a prediction because of my experience's that there would be an extreme likelihood that I would be harassed by the police in Hartford Ct that morning and statements were also made in 3-5 other operate Audio digital files all the way back to May 9th 2011 when I was preparing to leave Stamford Ct to go to New Hartford Ct & then eventually Hartford Ct. Every single prediction came true within 375 hours of me arriving in Hartford Ct - I spent the entire weekend preparing 3/4 of these Audio files onto a MP3 player with USB transferring additional prediction files were made effective May 21 2011 concerning what the court may do & future harassment.

Confrontation capabilities to run transfer to a Gmail Account then to Transfer to a USB Flash Drive. Today I will be sending you VIA Email a 2nd preliminary description of what happened on May 19 2011. I am extremely pressed for time because court is at 9:00 Am on May 24th - Please do not deliberate this case based on the initial preliminary Faxes or Emails because they are not completed documents are they do not include the extensive evidence I have - This Fax is to let you know this initial Information. They refused to give me a copy of the police report & they literally used a security guard at a business to falsely accuse me of a "inflamatory statement" & coupled it with a complete lie - in order for a buffer to be created for the police to be called. I entered a building to use the bathroom after I was lied to to get me to go in this building in the first place.

I will be contacting you soon with additional pertinent supporting evidence.
ACLU contacted by fax
May 23, 2011 (Canton, CT)
Contact Thank you for submitting your comments to us.

Please click here to return to the home page.

U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
P: (202) 224-7391
F: (202) 224-5137

Another Email

Not answered
Copy of Contact Information To the State Representative

1 message

Leslie williams <appoline77@gmail.com>
To: appoline77 <appoline77@gmail.com>

Contact Form Submitted

The following information has been submitted:
Name: Ms Leslie k williams
Address: Police Harrassment Street
Hartford, CT 06103-3003
E-mail: lasliw21@gmail.com
Telephone: (Day)
E-Newsletter: Subscribe
I want a response by: E-Mail
Message Subject: GangStalked To Hartford Ct
Message Text: MR Larson-- Who is sending you this email---Understand and be clear--you were notified concerning being GanGStalked in a differenet city in Ct-This person who is being GanGStalked made prediction Audio files they were going to go to teh ACLU in Hartford Ct and in the same file this person Stated their was a extreme liklihood that this person would be falsley accused of something and maybe even arrested--when this person got to harford to go to the ACLU this is exactly what occurred within 2 hours of arrival--Mr larson--we both are aware of the realitites concerning the nature of what has been typed so far-their not only real time factaulities but the jest of the nature is extremley descriptive and obvious--so this person is making these NON STOP GanGStalking campaigns Vibrate/Pulsate in a Transparent Nature-thru predicting these things as a result of what little options they may have left and what options are described on the internet.MR larson this crime has to do with Torture-does your office want to be EVENTULLY viewed as being one that did not Intercede in the Elimination of this activity GanGStalking Police Harrassment and their tactics K.w.L Higgins Dempsey

Contact Form Submitted

The following information has been submitted:
Name: Ms Leslie k williams
Address: Police Harrassment Street
Hartford, CT 06103-3003
E-mail: lasliw21@gmail.com
Telephone: (Day)
E-Newsletter: Subscribe
I want a response by: E-Mail
Message Subject: GangStalked To Hartford Ct
Message Text: MR Larson-- Who is sending you this email---Understand and be clear--you were notified concerning being GanGStalked in a differenet city in Ct-This person who is being GanGStalked made prediction Audio files they were going to go to teh ACLU in Hartford Ct and in the same file this person Stated their was a extreme liklihood that this person would be falsley accused of something and maybe even arrested--when this person got to harford to go to the ACLU this is exactly what occurred within 2 hours of arrival--Mr larson--we both are aware of the realitites concerning the nature of what has been typed so far-their not only real time factaulities but the jest of the nature is extremley descriptive and obvious--so this person is making these NON STOP GanGStalking campaigns Vibrate/Pulsate in a Transparent Nature-thru predicting these things as a result of what little options they may have left and what options are described on the internet.MR larson this crime has to do with Torture-does your office want to be EVENTULLY viewed as being one that did not Intercede in the Elimination of this activity GanGStalking Police Harrassment and their tactics K.w.L Higgins Dempsey

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=73cdaf9e4c&view=pt&search=inbox&th=130284... 6/16/2011
Contact Form Submitted

The following information has been submitted:

Name: Ms Leslie K Williams
Address: Police Harrassment Street

Hartford, CT 06103-3003
E-mail: lesliew21@gmail.com
Telephone: (Day)
E-Newsletter: Subscribe
I want a response by: E-Mail
Message Subject: GangStalked To Hartford Ct
Message Text: MR Larson-- Who is sending you this email—Understand and be clear—you were notified concerning being GangStalked in a different city in Ct--This person who is being GangStalked made prediction Audio files they were going to go to teh ACLU in Hartford Ct and in the same file this person Stated their was a extreme likelihood that this person would be falsoy accused of something and maybe even arrested--when this person got to hartford to go to the ACLU this is exactley what occured within 2 hours of arrival--MR Larson--we both are aware of the realilies concerning the nature of what has been typed so far-their not only real time factualities but the jest of the nature is extremley descriptive and obvious--so this person is making these NON STOP Gangstalking campaignns Vibrate/Pulsate in a Transparent Nature-thru predicting these things as a result of what little options they may have left and what options are described on the internet.MR Larson this crime has to do with Torture--does your office want to be EVENTUALLY viewed as being one that did not intercede in the Elimination of this activity GangStalking Police Harrassment and their tactics K.W.L Higgins Dempsey

Contact Form Submitted

The following information has been submitted:

Name: Ms Leslie K Williams
Address: Police Harrassment Street

Hartford, CT 06103-3003
E-mail: lesliew21@gmail.com
Telephone: (Day)
E-Newsletter: Subscribe
I want a response by: E-Mail
Message Subject: GangStalked To Hartford Ct
Message Text: MR Larson-- Who is sending you this email—Understand and be clear—you were notified concerning being GangStalked in a different city in Ct--This person who is being GangStalked made prediction Audio files they were going to go to teh ACLU in Hartford Ct and in the same file this person Stated their was a extreme likelihood that this person would be falsoy accused of something and maybe even arrested--when this person got to hartford to go to the ACLU this is exactley what occured within 2 hours of arrival--MR Larson--we both are aware of the realilies concerning the nature of what has been typed so far-their not only real time factualities but the jest of the nature is extremley descriptive and obvious--so this person is making these NON STOP Gangstalking campaignns Vibrate/Pulsate in a Transparent Nature-thru predicting these things as a result of what little options they may have left and what options are described on the internet.MR Larson this crime has to do with Torture--does your office want to be EVENTUALLY viewed as being one that did not intercede in the Elimination of this activity GangStalking Police Harrassment and their tactics K.W.L Higgins Dempsey
perjury...

by Anonymous, May 13, 2008, 11:30pm

The day will come!!!
The day will come when marijuana will be found to be the beneficial plant that it is and will be removed from all criminal codes everywhere.
The day will come when "they" quit lying to the public about drugs, and put into perspective the big pharmas, who support this bs, and the immense profits they take from this same public.
The day will come when those who suffer jail unjustly will be freed and the lying thieving white collars will pay for their very real crimes and take their proper place in this prison industrial complex as prisoners!
That day will come, and even then it behooves us to continue to respect ourselves and the pot we smoke, for our betterment physically and our relaxation mentally. And our enlightenment.
In the meantime keep the faith and keep up the good work.
Always speak out against injustice.

Torture in Dearborn Mi Cover Up

by Anonymous, February 27, 2009, 01:35pm

FELLOW TAXPAYER’S DO NOT LISTEN TO MS WORTHY A FRIEND OF MINE WAS TORTURED IN DEARBORN MI MS WORTHY’S OFFICE WAS APPROACHED ABOUT IT EMAILED ABOUT IT AND WRITTEN ABOUT IT
GUESS WHAT THE VICTIM ALL OF A SUDDEN HAD DETROIT COP’S ACTIVE AND RETIRED HARRASSING AND INTIMIDATING HER, EVEN WHEN THE VICTIM WAS CROSSING THE STATE LINE’S TRYING TO GET AWAY.
GO TO FREEPRESS.COM/OPINION/FORUMS.MS WORTHY’S OFFICE IS LITERALLY 100 % CORRUPTED AND THIS IS LITERALLY NO LIE SHE TALK’S WELL ON THE NEWS WITH PREPARED SPEECH’S BUT HER OFFICE DELIBERATLEY IS STONEWALLING A HONEST AND TRUE INVESTIGATION INTO THE TORTURE OF THIS CRIME. THIS WOMAN WHO WAS TORTURED SHE’S LEARNING DISABLED AND A FEDERAL EMPLOYEE CRIMINALLY SOLICITED THE TORTURE THAT’S WHY WHEN IT WAS REPORTED TO THE FBI 3 TIME’S SURVALLANCE AND INTIMIDATION OF THE VICTIM INCREASED ON A SCALE OF ALMOST DISBELIEF YOUR TAX DOLLAR’S ARE LITERALLY BEING USED FOR THIS, YOUR MONEY BELOW IS WHAT IS POSTED ON FREEPRESS’S POLITICS FORUM

FELLOW MICHIGAN TAXPAYERS:

SOON I WILL BE DIRECTING YOU TO 3-5 BLOG’S ON THE INTERNET THAT WILL DETAIL THE TIMELINE OF TORTURE OF A LEARNING DISABLED WOMAN IN DEARBORN MI:

THIS POST IS TO LET YU KNOW THIS SO YOU CAN LOOK FOR THEM:

FELLOW MICHIGAN CITIZENS:

I WANT YOU TO KNOW TO TRY AND UNDERSTAND THAT WHEN THIS BECOME’S PUBLIC AND IT WILL YOUR POLICE DEPARTMENT’S IN THIS STATE WILL NO DOUBTLEY LIE THRU THEIR TEETH ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED AND THEY WILL TRY AND USE SOPHISTICATED SPEECH TO DISCREDIT THE VICTIM THEY WILL USE CIRCUMSATNCE’S THEY CREATED TO DISCRREDIT HER THEY WILL
Remote Neural Monitor IMPLANT Discovered Pasted in this Post-Torture in Dearborn Mi-3/14/2011

Tommorow I will Be going to do my laundry in Dearborn Mi offf of Michigan and Greenfield Road-they are using Open Physical gangstalking Towards me in Dearborn Mi and EVERYWHERE I go Bloomfield Mi,Monroe Mi,Wayne Mi, Garden City-Thier Petting Drug Dealers at Bus Stops Restaurants Movie Theater Laundry Mat,Box Routes, and Libraries to try and entice me in indirectly thru Email communications and Coupled with Remote Neural Monitoring/Influencing-Literally-One tryed to tell me on The Smart Net on 3/12/11-they thru Directon Contact Tactics-Hoping I'd approach him LITERALLY-They try to setup up to be in the Revelatory form of Speech I was Electrocutionally and Physically Coerced into saying on 9/29/11 thru a Dearborn Police officer after they used remote Neural Monitoring and Influencing on me on my way home to Dearborn from Bloomfield Mi-I thru literally Verbally Guss thru a Director Conversation trying thru Bloomfield Police officers and what he said in this Conversation was Directly Connected to the A Gangstalker and what they Neural Classically Conditioned before I knew about Gangstalking and Remote Neural Monitoring and Influencing the time of what he said was what they simulated The Mental Network thru Remote Neural Monitoring and Influencing and By The Ways I get back to Dearborn I wastracted back into my consciousness and in full blown activity-Thought wise Bells run眼里, Action wise-when I got off the Bus How Dealers thru LITERALLY Right there at the Bus Door I had to say excuse me just to get off the Bus-literally-I was then directed to call people affiliated to me from 2 Physical Gangstalkers and two Separate Dearborn Police-they trying to influence me to believe they want me to become one of them this is total Hult_is to get me to believe it so they can take me from A,B,C being independent-to C,D,which they set me up for Robbery assault and Staged Incidents with Witness-to me a Bribe between me and the Police because I'm Blogging-Writing thru Twitter about them-their all over me thru Remote Neural Monitoring and Influencing The MicroWave Affect -Supposed Gangstalking Cyber Surveillance and Harassment and Subtences and Editing my blogs,Fonts and Comments-they edited the one I sent to the harassment Log on 3/13/2011 I didn't realize it until after I printed it and Posted it. Their all over me in Dearbon Mi-Motorola The Rent I sent to the Dearborn Apartments_9/6/10 Return Receipt on 9/6/2010 still has not arrived their or returned to me as of 3/14/2011-months later-herestimation of where it was sent from and to was around 7 Miles-Google Gangstalkers Create Homelessness thru Mail Theft and mail Delayment Deal. The Return Receipt or Money Order is still in to GMHR LITERALLY-I am Carrying My Proof of Purchase of this Return receipt on my person in a tidi attached to my underwear-Because they do rob you-I have been Robbed-By the United States Post Service is Supposed to return the Internal Return Receipt or the Card that shows it was signed for when it was picked up-None of these things have been done and the Track and Confirm View at USPS.com-shows it still has not been delivered The last time I checked was on 7/9/2011 This Library in Bloomfield Mi-I check and printed out the status and am in Mi with Remote Neural Monitoring and Influencing in Bloomfield on my way to leaving the Library or at the Bus Stop across from it-it was there my thinking started to change and then the Bloomfield City Council up and mentioned a associated trigger word Directly DIRECTLY Connected to the dearborn A Gangstalkers a Old A Spousal-who was a Nordstroms Jewer-When I was Neural Classically Conditioned to Regress and Run to them and that was what was stimulated it's called in Psychology and Brainwashing as Double Binding.

--This Article Equips what they did to me thru Conditioning that has been going on since 1997 LITERALLY-LITERALLY-2006 they Use Electronic Noise to stimulate the Classically Conditioned Neural Network that holds all of The Shows're Believer's Hope And Idea What Have you and they bring these back into your CURRENT Consciousness-I can stand these People and They stimulated this Classically Conditioned Network that was Created and Reinforced thru Brainwashing into TODAY CURRENT affairs to get me to go-to-them-Because what was Brainwashed and here you have it MON Do0r's http://iasworldwide.net/false-control-changes-and-programming-triggers-in-...

The two doors - Entering doors into other areas of the minds. The two doors and forth with using reverse logic to determine which one is really lying and which one is really telling the truth. In fact places, "Up is down, yes is no" dialogue designed to confuse and befuddle. "One of us always tells the truth and one of us always lies" can have a double meaning where if you realize that programed multiplets often have personalities which clash in this way. HASS Programming centers around the concept of inverted reality and
illusions, where nothing is as it appears to be, where up is down, yes is no, pain is pleasure, and reality and dreams are blurred. Not being able to determine what's real and what's illusion/dream/fake is a big theme used in mind control to get targets to give up on reality and succumb to altered perceptions.

A mind splitting into alternate personas usually occurs when the victim is subjected to repetitive abuse and trauma it can't cope with. The mind fractures into compartments designed to "house" the traumas that the main personality can't handle. These alternate personas can be brought to the forefront of the mind when needed to take over whatever trauma is happening. The abuse can happen to a person (usually child) in the every day real world. (usually at the hands of abusive parents and caretakers).

However there are certain "Powers That Be" who have perfected the technique of artificially splitting and programming people's minds through the use of technology, drugs, hypnosis, electroshock and traumas. In this case, the targets are wide ranging, from military personnel (usually intelligence) and their immediate family members, and the closely intertwined MI6/MI5 (military/abusive) societal's throw away kids, teens and young adults plucked from detention centers, the streets or sold into programs by their own parents;

presumably in lock my entertainment industry performers (in particular singers..) cults and religious groups, and so on. The artificially created mind in the capacity like a computer program, complete with its own code and trigger words and access codes. It can be turned on and off like a switch, and the program 'handler' has complete control over what the system thinks and trigger words will be. The alternate personas won't emerge unless the trigger words/Asm/trigger is given. The victim is fully functional in society and doesn't even know they have this aspect of themselves buried within their subconscious.

In these artificially created/black ops mind control cases, victims are used for various purposes. Sexual slaves, assassins, "agent provocateur", controlled personas (or "sleeper agent") being used as a test bed for the agenda of "the powers that be," (TPPs) and so on. It's been said that many, many of the actors/actresses and pop singers that you see staring about in Hollywood are actually programmed multiple victims with controlling handlers, being used to test out new in the world helping to promote whatever agenda the SSP wants, through their music, movies, etc. After I found this I started paying closer attention to the behaviors of the celebs and singers that are paraded in front of us, which often times consists of their openly acknowledged multiple personalities/personas. And damn if it didn't seem to be true. Once you know what to look for. (However, I don't know whether the methods of creating entertainers' programming and controlling is done in the same way that was outlined in Fritz's material.)

After I read the mind control research of author Fritz Springmeier back in 2002 I began noticing that many of the same themes/symbols/ triggers that he noted as being used in transes-based mind control victims also happen to be running rampant in movies, music, video games, etc. I don't understand the definitive way's behind it, and how it all works, or what the intended reason is, I'm just passing along what I noticed others to consider. None of it is what you will, maybe you'll come to a different conclusion than I have, but at least it'll get you thinking and noticing things more closely. :) That's always a good thing.

April 16, 2009 add-on: Just a few thoughts I wanted to put out there regarding the study of mind control symbols within entertainment, and its possible mind controlled entertainers. Since the initial posting of this write up back in 2006, the "net" has exploded with many a blog and messagesboard thread...
FFCHS Daily Harassment Log

Learning Disabled Woman Tortured in Dearborn Mi-2/20/2011

leslie williams · View profile · Feb 20, 5:07 pm

1:06 PM on February 20, 2011

Learning Disabled Woman Being Tortured in Dearborn Mi/Fellow American Citizens-Whoever the Governement who is feathering trying to set this woman up to contain her to conceal this crime edit her blogs and if so why-INTENT/Intent to discredit to deflect the truth. I choose this article today because I understand what the middle eastern countries are going thru and have OPRESSION/stereotyping and isolation because of cultural and religious differences-Does a group of people not still deserve their inherent rights to be free just because they are different-NOW Under God we are human EVERYONE last one of us deserves those inerent rights. For years I believe people that these and the Muslim and Arab communities might feel they don't need my voice but yet it is yes still my voice. These are oppressed people. It is time America stops seeing the Israeli cause alone for the Palestinians are just as valuable as a People and as a Nation as they are no more and no less-I believe that America has unjustly invaded the middle east under false flagging I realize me trying to just expose what happened to my friend in Dearborn has made me an Enemy of the State because the Government is involved in a extreme fashion. They are protecting the intrusive of a well known Hospital in Dearborn That put a Vertical Implant in her Head and Spinal Column-She has EVERY single symptom and experience as a result. See NXT PSE

Delete

1:22 PM on February 20, 2011

Learning Disabled Woman Being Tortured in Dearborn Mi/Fellow American Citizens-My friend is not afraid to expose what happened to her and who is involved but she is relentlessly dogfighting the bullets of how they exploit the assets of each community she goes into-To understand this I hope to review GangStalking +GangStalking is not stalking by Gann's is it actually Organized Stalking and is directly directed by our Government and Corporate Interests-Our Government Exploits so many people and Groups just to harass a target for their purposes and one reason why these groups of people they exploit are so exploitive is because they use these people thru Slander Campaigns and money cohesion and by exploiting people sense of Community and Civic pride that gets stirred up thru the Slander Campaign/Thruft being the Victim-Mark Twain once said that a Lie can travel all the way around the World before the truth ever gets its shoe on...he was right-One of the saddest things concerning this GangStalking endeavor which is always connected to Remote Neural Monitoring and Remote Neural Influencing is that they exploit the young generation they exploit members of Churches and Mosques and then exploit the Business community as well to harass the Target everywhere they go-Black people are exploited to participate on a huge scale why because their Poor-Which is like a double rape of their identity because thru Government Created Poverty they were deliberately put in that position to begin with which make them more vulnerable to exploitation-No one wants to here the truth because they might rationalize sections of the truth based on well the Black people drain our welfare--or they never got over slavery-Im white-have I ever been black for one day walked in their shoes and experienced what it's like to be black in this country for one day-try being black and poor and see how much respect you get in our country-All I have to say is be black for a month and come to understand.
Senior Club Monthly Agenda

1:48 PM on February 20, 2011

Learning Disabled Woman Being Tortured In Dearborn MI/My Freind ever be in a Position to whear a Uncorrupt lawyer who hasnt been
influenced or threatened in any way takes her case and it is not
Deliberately Pipelined to a Gangstalking Syndicated Judge then the
TRUTH can be seen and Honestly scrutinized/Whats the likelihood of
this occurring-considering who is Delibertaly trying to sabotage and
dictact the truth it will be extremely difficult-/My freind has a
printed out post that was posted on a Forum for GangStalking targets
go to for mutual support This GangStalker composed it off line went to
a Public internet cafe and posted it Anonymous-He stated that they
are a Mutual for Profit Organization and that all sectors of society
are solicited to become members sections of this society listed were
Lawyers Doctor's Judges Police Officers Probation Officers-when we see
how these positions are utilized delibertaly to pipeline a target
through to contain to conceal and DIFFINITELY as a means to exploit
once contained then we can easily see that these syndicated individuals
are DIRECTLY attached to Organized Crime Syndicates-It is all over
the internet how Postal Employee's are GangStalked at work until their
targets either Commit Suicide or they commit Mass Murder at work-
http://www.freedomfuchs.com/thehiddenvill.pdf READ to Understand-How
much our own Governement exploits its own workers-How is the
Post Office Involved in the crime against this woman Its how they
provoked her many times by Opening her mail and sharing sensitive
information in the mail with GangStalkers who used this sensitive
information to provoke her at a AA Meeting/(it was Literally their
Motive to do this) they also Deliberately Delayed her Social Security
Check on 3 occasions to provoke extreme stress about being able to pay
Rent and its how they Created Homelessness of her in September 2010
so later down the Road they can use the Homelessness to exploit to
contain

2:38 PM on February 20, 2011

Learning Disabled Woman Being Tortured In Dearborn MI/My Freind was
tortured so bad at times on Appoince street she had Periods of time's
throughout different months that she Literally lost her ability to
speak LITERALLY-So how was she tortured Here is a description of a
Section of the literal methods they isolated her and used what is
called a Electronic Harrassment The Microwave Auditory Affect-Laws
-http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_auditory_effect-These Electronic
Harrassment capabilities and their modalities and how their exploited
against a Target are Literally and Deliberately Coupled to be used
with Remote Neural Monitoring and Remote Neural Influencing-Observe
the previous web page and Subject matters and Couple the information
to this Web Page-http://targeted-individuals-europe.com/blog4.phphow-
remote-neural-monitoring-works-----
medicalmalpracticeblog.nashandassociates.com/2010/06/19/lawsuit-claims-
that-michigan-doctor-deliberately-misdiagnosed-hundreds-of-children-
with-epilepsy-for-cash/-http://www.pressandguide.com/articles/
20100628/7/newsdoc4c20f428d9ba2646854859.bt-http://
www.myfoodfood.com/diabetesnews/local/doctor-acused-of-misdiagnoing-k...
Oakwood Hospital the Hospital that IS Directly Responsible for the
Neural Implants and the DELIBERATE False Diagnoes-Oak Wood IS
directly attached to all of this Delicetely and LITERALLY they/
Deliberately Pipeline -(OutSource) their targets to Backwood's Medical
facilities in other counties so that the direct connection IS not
outwardly apparent and when the targets breaks down on Numerous
Ocassions they employ the shell game wheer they outsource it to
multiple medical Centers with the same original Objective A Deliberate
False Diagnoes-This is done to Muddy the water's- Deliberate-
NonTransparency

2:53 PM on February 20, 2011

Learning Disabled WOman Tortured In Dearborn MI-The Following Law
Firm was approached last week by the Victim of this Extremely heinous
Crime She picked them for their Integrity and because their web page
appears to stand up for the rights of the People who have been
unjustly harmed-How was she Gangstaked to Farmington on the day she
went to Farmington to go see this Law Firm-ow she was GangStaked to
Arbys Lenned 2 doors Down from this Law Firm This is a 100 % literal
fact-Which 100 % Means she was GangStaked their to
Farmington-Oakwood Hospital Brings in Millions of Tax Based Dollars
to the City of Dearborn so does U of M Dearborn-Both places are
EXTREMELEY Involved in hwls has happened to this Woman and the
Dearborn Police and DIFFINITELY The Dearborn Fire Department are 100 %
involved in this crime that is Indepth in nature if,It is almost
unbelivable this woman has prof real proof substantial proof but the
Corporate and Govereriment GangStalking has such a Far Reach
concerning their Influence in the Businesses sector and in the Judicial
Branch that prosecuting the one directly resposible has to have
unbias Uncorrupted oversight or these criminals will get away with it
and she will end up EXPLOITED to the extreme or situated in a
environment we are set up to be murdered—Believe it—They killed Margaret Sheppard Webb and labeled her as a Drug Using prostitute—Which is a GangStalking tactic and can be found by researching how GangStalkers discredit their Targets/She was suing the Dearborn Police for a Brutal Attack and right before the case went to court she ends up in Detroit Murdered, please understand Michigan Citizens tell Dearborn Police Literally Literally believe they can do whatever they want to whoever they want whenever they want—LITERALLY—Their protecting why this woman was targeted —A Huge Prostitution and Human Trafficking ring that is up and running in Every AA and I guess NA meeting in Dearborn—http://dearbournlawfirm.com/ 

Name withheld  
3:17 PM on February 20, 2011  
Learning Disabled Woman Tortured In Dearborn MI—They have tried to suck her into it—and she has witnessed the Exploitation of women at Meetings and at Recovery Houses that the Dearborn AA Sponsor's who are nothing but Handlers of these women—situate them into—she has seen women break down at AA Meetings and she knows it now was a Direct Result of the Remote Neural Monitoring and Remote Neural Influencing that was used on them at the Time of the Breakdown’s—They are not only exploiting these women Mentally and Sexually but every time one breaks down the Syndicated Doctors that Dearborn Fire Department and Oakwood pipeline them to SILK Medicare and Medicaid out of Thousands of Dollars their making money off of Human Torture while Exploiting the Woman Sexually—It is nothing but the 100% rape of a Human MIND BODY Spirit to make Money and to exploit—Fellow Citizens you have no idea the Depths of what this woman knows—But understand and be clear Dearborn Knows she knows it—they observe every single thing she does every single day including this post that is being posted at U of M Dearborn Lib—The same place she looked up the Farmington Hills lawyer the other day on the Internet and went to a few days later—Right now their using Electronic Harassment on her at this Library at U of M in Dearborn—They constantly use this Technology to cause Internal Healing and their using it on her head to—symptoms are extreme pressure in her ears—Usually the Left ear-blurry Vision and extreme concentration difficulties (All of these have been found to be the effects of Remote Neural monitoring and Remote Neural influencing and modalities of the Electronic Harassment.) 
The Only thing that this Corporate and Government GangStalking campaign cares about is the expeditious of this crime and the escape of prosecution and embarrassment—One day when Enough Targets pursue a Class Action Law Suit their Voices will be heard in Electronic Harassment and Remote Neural Monitoring Michigan 
Delete
SDPD CITIZEN COMPLAINT PROCEDURE

San Diego Police Department Procedure 1.10 provides guidelines for receiving citizen complaints. A citizen who is dissatisfied with police services or believes they have witnessed or been a victim of police misconduct can file a complaint using one or more of the following methods:

- By telephone to the San Diego Police Department Communications Division at (619) 531-2000. A supervisor will be dispatched to contact the reporting citizen as soon as possible.
- In person at any police facility
- By telephone or in writing to the Chief of Police at 1401 Broadway, MS 700, San Diego CA 92101 phone: (619) 531-2777 or by e-mail at: sdpdpolicechief@pd.sandiego.gov
- By telephone or in writing to the Internal Affairs Unit at 1401 Broadway, MS 709, San Diego CA 92101 phone: (619) 531-2801
- To the Office of the Mayor, City of San Diego, 202 C Street, San Diego CA 92010
- In person, by telephone or by writing to the Citizen’s Review Board on Police Practices at 202 C Street, MS RA San Diego CA 92101 Phone: (619) 236-6296, or by e-mail at: citizensreviewboard@sandiego.gov
- On-Line at the SDPD Web Site located at www.sandiego.gov/police under “Let us Help You” then “Employee/Officer Commendations & Complaints.”
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Paid by: AMEX
Account #: XXXXXXXXXXX9752
Approval #: 734039
Transaction #: 689
29 903491116 5044445781
Order stamps at USPS.com/shop or call 1-800-Stamp24. Go to USPS.com/clicknship to print shipping labels with postage. For other information call 1-800-ASK-USPS.

Get your mail when and where you want it with a secure Post Office Box. Sign up for a box online at usps.com/poboxes.

Bill #: 1000304020877
Clerk: 05

All sales final on stamps and postage
Refunds for guaranteed services only
Thank you for your business

HELP US SERVE YOU BETTER

Go to: https://postalexperience.com/
Senior Club Monthly Agenda

From: Direct Loans (dlservicer@acs-education.com)
To: TROJANHIGGS@YAHOO.COM;
Date: Tue, February 26, 2008 3:17:13 PM
Ce:
Subject: Re: Direct Loan Email Support [#3480354]

Dear Direct Loan Borrower,

Thank you for your e-mail inquiry. We have submitted a request to have your disbursement records mailed to you. Please allow 7-10 business days to receive this information. To report fraud or misuse of any funds please contact 1-800-647-8733.

Sincerely,
The Direct Loan Servicing Center Email Support

-------------------------------

Did you know you can receive your Direct Loan correspondence and bills electronically?

You can even pay your Direct Loan bill electronically.

Visit our web site at www.dl.ed.gov for details

-------------------------------

--Original Message--
From: TROJANHIGGS@YAHOO.COM
Date: 2/25/2008 9:58:07 AM
To: dlervicer@smime.acs-education.com
Subject: Direct Loan Email Support

formid: 4
submitTime: 02/25/2008 09:57:00 AM
SSN: *********
First Name:
Last Name: WILLIAMS, LESLIE
Your Email Address: TROJANHIGGS@YAHOO.COM
Day Phone: 6153849777
Email Type: Account Inquiry
Department:
Comments:

Attention Direct loan Servicing center-I need a couple of the last 4 loan disbursements that I was given-I strongly suspect Henry Ford Community College in Dearborn Michigan has committed deliberate larceny pertaining to my account-I also have a report I would like to file concerning the same institution...i.e fraud-they were supposed to credit my account for 3 college credits and supplies I went to financial aid and was stonewalled-before I reapproach them I need from you what they billed my account for. Please mail the information to my address I will also be calling you.

Thank You
Leslie Williams
My name is Leslie K Williams
I'm a target victim of Gansgtalking which is being Directley Covertely Implemeneted by THE san Diego Police
I've been Brutally physically attacked twice in the past 40 days in San Diego and overtly Harrased By
People they have put along my Routes Go to www.Gangstalkingworld.com
I made a Complaint at the District Attorneys office on october 8th 2011 and on the Morning of october 10
2011 I brutally attacked on the Bus by a Individual who accused me of stepping on his foot---and this same
individual was making very weird gestures to another individual after looking and Staring at me as I was
sitting across from him---it was a Planned attack because of the Complaint I made at teh D A's Office on
October 8th 2011
Victims' Services Unit

Contact Us

Victims' Services Unit California Attorney General's Office P.O. Box 944255 Sacramento, CA 94244-2550
Phone Toll-free: (877) 433-9069

You may also send us an e-mail using the below form. Please do not use this form to file a consumer complaint. If you have a consumer complaint, visit the complaint form. If you wish to report a crime, please file a report with the police or sheriff's department in the area where the crime occurred. Local law enforcement authorities are responsible for investigating violations of law within their jurisdictions.

* Indicates Required Fields

Your Information

- Name: Leslie Williams
- Address: P.O.Box 60571
- City: San Diego
- State: CA
- Zip: 92166
- Phone Number: 1-203-274-1646
- Email Address: leslie21@gmail.com

Message:

My name is Leslie K Williams
I'm a target /Victim of Gansgtalking
which is being Directley Covertely
Implemented by The san Diego Police
I've been Brutally Physically
attacked twice in the past 40 days
in San Diego and Overlty Harrassed
By People they have put along my
Routes Go to <a


Please click only once. Multiple clicks will delay processing.
Victims' Services Unit

Contact Us

Victims' Services Unit
California Attorney General's Office
P.O. Box 944255 Sacramento, CA 94244-2550
Phone Toll-free: (877) 433-9069

You may also send us an e-mail using the below form. Please do not use this form to file a consumer complaint. If you have a consumer complaint, visit the complaint form. If you wish to report a crime, please file a report with the police or sheriff's department in the area where the crime occurred. Local law enforcement authorities are responsible for investigating violations of law within their jurisdictions.

* Indicates Required Fields

Your Information

* Name: Leslie Williams  
* Address: P.O.Box 60571  
* City: San Diego  
* State: Cal  
* Zip: 92166  
* Phone Number: 1-203-274-1646  
* Email Address: lesliew21@gmail.com

Message

* Message: My name is Leslie K Williams  
I am a target /Victim of Gangstalking  
which is Being Directley Covertly  
Implemented by The san Diego Police  
I've Been Brutally Physically attacked twice in the past 40 days in San  
Diego and Overtly Harrassed By  
People they have put along my Routes  
Go to www.Gangstalkingworld.com  
I made a Complaint at the District

Please click only once. Multiple clicks will delay processing.

Send Message  Clear Message and Start over
Victims' Services Unit

Contact Us

Victims' Services Unit California Attorney General's Office P.O. Box 944255 Sacramento, CA 94244-2550
Phone Toll-free: (877) 433-9069

You may also send us an e-mail using the below form. Please do not use this form to file a consumer complaint. If you have a consumer complaint, visit the complaint form. If you wish to report a crime, please file a report with the police or sheriff’s department in the area where the crime occurred. Local law enforcement authorities are responsible for investigating violations of law within their jurisdictions.

* Indicates Required Fields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Your Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name: Leslie Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address: P.O.Box 60571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City: San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State: CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zip: 92166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number: 1-203-274-1646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Address: <a href="mailto:lesliw21@gmail.com">lesliw21@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Message:
My name is Leslie K Williams
I'm a target /Victim of Gangstalking which is Being Directly Covertely Implemented by The San Diego Police.
I've been Brutally Physically attacked twice in the past 40 days in San Diego and overtly harassed by people they have put along my routes.

Please click only once. Multiple clicks will delay processing.

- Send Message  Clear Message and Start over

- Decisions Pending & Opportunities for Public Participation
- Accessibility
- Conditions of Use
- Disclaimer
- Subscribe
Office of Victims' Services

Email Form Response

Thank you for your note and comments to the California Attorney General's Office.

Response to Online Complaint
Predictions concerning any Harrassemnt Incident or Assault between the Dates of 11/11/2011 7:00PM and 11/15/2011-11:59PM-GangStalking Target Me Predicting it

If I Leslie K Williams am assulted in any way shape or Form especially between 11-11-2011 at effective-7:00Pm up unto 11-15-2011-11:59PM it will be the Direct Concerted effort of the GangStalking Expedition in a Effort to attempt to Rob me of my Money and or the Video Disk that I recieved in the Mail on 11/10/2011 from San Diego MTS-This also includes any incident that is brought about concerning me- towards me- about me - or against me -with or without witnesses- along any of my routes or any wher I go especially between these dates and their Times listed and this includes dffinitley concerning wier I periodically hike out at-Any problems of any nature whatsoever at any buisness along my routes or at any Bus Stop Bus Route Trolley Station Trolley route especially in reference to these stated Dates and time Frames within these dates in this email file/account it will be the direct concerted effort of the GangStalking Expedition that is occuning towards me Overtley Coverley and directley using any one in the community to implement these Harrasements and Incidents and with them accompanying witnesses against me or not using anyone in the commuity as a witness because this is what GanGstalking expeditions do they use anyone they can in the commmunity to harrass and aid and abbed in their endeavors towards a Target.If any of these things happen that are listed within this email file than it is transparent that they do

My Name is Leslie K Williams a San Diego GangStalking Target
Occupy San Diego-New York- Click Here and Read Entire Comment  Learning Disabled Woman Being Tortured-In San Diego Right Now still 10/20/2011 to break her down For Human Trafficking San Diego Mayor 2006-2011 involved Sanders And San Diego Police Involvement in 2006 and Now again in 2011 Police Involvement and Cover Up
Harrassed on a Extreme basis at the University of San Diego Library _GangStalking Gas Lighting You Tube this term
And if you dont believe me here is a You Tube Showing I was Harrassed at U of M Dearborn Lib-
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3WpjZTb3e0
Watch the entire VIDEO.
To Observe the Other U of M dearborn Mi Harrassment You Tube Gangstalking and U of M Still being Tortured up to this very minute at The University of San Diego at the Literal Minute as Im Editing this You Tube Video-
their just Harrassing me more Cleverley From a Distance with the Coughing and Laughing That Technique is Found in the techniques feature at www.GangStalkingworld.com

-Undertsoan Type in at You Tube GangStalking and U of M Dearborn Mi Look at all of the Video dates-Now the attached You Tube that is passed in this Commnet the Harrassment in it is dated January 20th 2011 when it was caught
And the Other Videos clearly state that she was being harrassed way back in 2008-09-10-But factually its been since 2006 and she has the Emails and Blogs to prove it!She has Many different Tangible Items of Proof as well Digital Audio Files Videos that havnt been posted yet think about it Dates and Blogs Talking about it Years prior to Caching it shows the Duration of the Crime some of the Prior Evidence was stolen by the GangStalkers and the Dearborn police
Google GangStalked to San Diego Again Ct Dearborn
White Sweatshirt/Bought from Ann Arbor Michigan-in 2008
Read These Blogs before you read any of my other Blogs because what was Published on 2/24/2011 is what and how they have been doing what they have been doing to me all of these Years-Every single day through these years Non Stop throughout each day-the up to date blogs show how it was technology that was actually being used on me on Steadman and Appoline Steert Apartments -Remote Neural Monitoring to stimulate Obsessive Compulsive Behaviors and Electronic Harrassment to wear me down 24/7 at both of these address and in the woods where I ended up having to camp-in 30 degree below zero weather while being harressed-Always knew their was more goin on then I could explain why BECAUSE I KNOW ME
http://www.blogger.com/profile/16265826763816419834
http://learningdisabledwomanbeingtorturedmi.blogspot.com/
Remote Neural Monitor Inventor his Children are Huge Huge Drug Dealer's in Palm Springs California Right Now-
Using this Technology to control people they get addicted and it is a Nation Wide Syndicate
Google KevinFreyedremoteneuralmonitoring.blogspot.com-He was a Former Federal Court Clerk they went after him to access what he knows Neurally-BELIEVE IT and if you dont believe this Read the Remote Neural Monitoring pdf file at www.freedomfchs.com-it is on the Bottom of their Home page and also read this article--

http://www.10news.com/news/28554452/detail.html--and what to Look for in this article is pasted right here-review what is said between 999 Just do it then then review Remote Neural Monitoring within the enclosed Web Page then You Tube Remote Neural Monitoring and see how it is used on us Targets thousands of us targets of of GangStalking we are harrassed even concerning our Evoked Potentials our Thoughts and if you dont believe me review the Thousands of Targets at You Tube saying the same exact LITERAL Thing-This
Predictions concerning any Harrassemnt Incident or Assault between the Dates of 11/11/2011 7:00PM and 11/15/2011-11:59PM-GangStalking Target Me Predicting it

leslie williams <lesliew121@gmail.com>
Fri, Nov 11, 2011 at 7:04 PM

If I Leslie K Williams am assualted in any way shape or Form especially between 11-11-2011 at effective-7:00Pm up unto 11-15-2011-11:59PM it will be the Direct Concerted effort of the GangStalking Expedition in a Effort to attempt to Rob me of my Money and or the Video Disk that I recieved in the Mail on 11/10/2011 from San Diego MTS-This also includes any incident that is brought about concerning me- towards me- about me - or against me -with or without witnesses- along any of my routes or any where I go especially between these dates and their Times listed and this includes diffinitely concerning wier I periodically hike out at-Any problems of any nature whatsoever at any buisness along my routes or at any Bus Stop Bus Route Trolley Station Trolley route especially in reference to these stated Dates and time Frames within these dates in this email file/account it will be the direct concerted effort of the GangStalking Expedition that is occuring towards me Overtley Covertley and directley using any one in the community to implement these Harrasements and Incidents and with them accompaning witnesses against me or not using anyone in the community as a witness because this is what GangStalking expeditions do they use anyone they can in the commmunity to harrass and aid and abbed in their endeavors towards a Target.If any of these things happen that are listed within this email file thanit it is transparent that they do
My Name is Leslie K Williams a San Diego GanGstalking Target
Woman is Autistic and they just figured she whouldnt survive what they had planned for her-Sexual Human Servitude she has already been exploited Sexually By Fire Fighters and Police-in Michigan and California--LITERALLY

This is a Attached Section of a Article Found Online
In a parking lot jammed with traffic, Dr. Eric Harris, chief spinal surgeon at Naval Medical Center San Diego, got out of his sport utility vehicle to help create a space to merge.

May Harris said Chula Vista police Officer Fred Krafft yelled at her husband to get back into his SUV.

999999She said her husband muttered a curse word under his breath and headed back to the SUV.999999—

Also review how they Just had her Brutally assaulted on a MTS Bus Route Number 328 and the Police and MTS Is keeping it from her because they Literally Literally Know it will Prove a Brutal Visious attack the Secound within 52 days of her being here because she is exposing them online-so they got two sepearte individuals to attack her and she escaped a third two weeks before the secound attack- She has proof that literally Jumps out at you-and all they do is make sure she remains Isolated their after her Finaces Now Social Security Disability-its what is keeping her separtae from their Syndacted Control

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=36c5d28e4f&view=pt&search=inbox&th=13347... 10/27/2011
Prediction Concerning the San Diego Police and Social Security Review-made at the University of San Diego
California-10/27/2011

1 message

leslie williams <lesliew121@gmail.com> Thu, Oct 27, 2011 at 6:29 PM
To: lesliew121@gmail.com

Share it Here
Learning Disabled Woman Gangstalked To San Diego Again-being Set Up To Have Her Ssd Taken Away
Posted October 27th, 2011 at 8:26PM
Learning Disabled Woman GangStalked to San Diego Again-being Set up to have her SSD taken Away-
Why and By who is the Question-
Why to make her Destitute So she will have to run to the Sytem for Assistance this is About using normal
Appearing Mishepps(Maybe combined with them using Anything she does as a reason to contain to discredit
while her SSD Review is happening-)see this is About many things by now concerning the Host of this
GangStalking Torture campaign
When Criminals engage in Torture the Goal is always to escape Public Scrutiny This is the main Reason
Why the techniques of GangStalking are Overt Covert and when Direct they Deflect the Factualities of who's
really involved and connected by Discrediting the Target to deflect Onlookers in the present or Future from
seeing these connections and teh Truth of what is really occurring-Other wise why would their be a
Organization that exists by the name of FreedomfromCovertHarrassmentand surveillance-Freedomfchs.com
Or GangStalkingWorld.com-Why is GangStalking all over the Internet and you Tube why is Remote Neural
Monitoring All over the Internet-including You Tube and Electronic Harrassment-
Fellow American Citizen's-can you imagine being Tortured and Literally Live the experiences that are Direct
like the Physical Assaults-Robbery and After Years Discovering What is Behind it all then gain proof Digital-
Audio Files Video's notaries about what they may do next Blogs illustrating the Same thing then what is on
teh Blogs and Notaries happen after the fact come alive in real time after the fact and the real time event that
was predicted gets caught on Digital Audio Files and Video's who do you hand teh Proof over to-The Police
The District Attorneys Office a Judge what for their all Syndacated-So the Only avenue left is a Public
Demand for the Evidence to be viewed by the Courts while the Public is Watching--a UnCorrupted UNCORRUPTED
UnApproachable lawyer to make sure preceding are Dealt with by the Letter of the law
If this Woman Attends any protests to get what she protests to be video'ed so they can be Viraled on You
Tube If She is Arrested by the San Diego Police or Any California Police Department ANY-It will be the Direct
Concerted effort of tehir to use her attempts to expose this to discredit her-because any ANY attempt to
expose this will be taken Advantage of By and thru teh Following agencies that will eventually work in concert
to petition teh State to Legally take Custody of her to conceal this Crime
They are as Folows
The San Diego Fire Department and or their EMS-Any Hospital she is EVER Taken To in California or Any
medical or Mental facility she is taken to in California the Hospital or medical or mental facility who ever takes
her their is DIRECTLEY Connected to this Crime Syndaita-Because they are teh Ones that get the Orders to
Pipeline the Targets to designated Syndicated Doctors and Administrative Staff for Discrediting and false
Documentation accumulation to Discred-This is How they Work to Discredit the Target to Protect what they
are Literally and Actually involved in-
This is How they Operate LITERAL-LY-Review the psychiatric Repsral at www.GangStalkingworld.com and
Google Corrupt medical and mental Health and GangStalking
Any Body that is used Ever as a Buffer between the Police-Any Police or Sherrifs Department within the
state Of California ANY or Fire Department EMS or Private EMS and the Target to then either petition the
Target or create a falsified discrediting Police and Or Mental or Medical report in any Area of the State of
California-Any Area Any County City Town or Locations within any of the Same Just Described- because
GangStalking Expeditions are designed to GangStalk you EVERYWHERE You Go Literally-
If at any time ANYTIME anything happens Towards this woman concerning her about her or against her-No
matter who is involved in bus drivers MTS Security Bus Routes Bus Stops-Trolley Routes-Trolley Stations Restaurants Movies Bathrooms Retail Stores Hiking Area when I decide to hike-colleges Universities Lunch Breaks Any where in Line at any business because they get in lines at stores and restaurants and movie theaters behind you or around you to act out tactics that are mentioned all over the internet-if any assaults happen no matter if the assailant gets away or not no matter who is a witness or not no matter who may be used as a witness for them to discredit her concerning the incident it will be GangStalking related in its entirety.

Now understand this social security will be taken away thru clever overt or covert means either using circumstances they create to position her away from the freedom of expediting anything that is needed to be done by her to complete the Review in the time frame that social security is requiring the papers she is sent to be completed and returned by/If the mail that is sent by her is stolen or delayed or anything social security says they sent but the target never gets in her PO Box it will be the direct result of the GangStalking tactic of mail theft and or mail delay-in order to use this as the excuse that things were sent and not answered within the time frame they were required to be sent back to them by-understand if social security staff sabotages anything related to the review information wise or the expedition of the information it is GangStalking related-review the "A GangStalker Confesses" section that is listed in her email accounts; it clearly shows how they have syndicated individuals within all aspects of our society-if social security or anyone else anyone else says that this woman has to see a doctor in California for a psychiatrist or medical evaluation and then they say she is not disabled it will be the direct-direct connected solicited effort to take her off of disability and then by saying this data is all done in a legal transparent way that they have hundreds of thousands of other targets do as a result of being reviewed. See the goal is to make her destitute thru non-transparent avenues mail theft and or mail delay or thru normal appearing avenues "a diagnoses that is false but appears legitimate" expedites thru normal appearing channels.

These statements are being made effect date-Oct 7th 2011 and finally synthesized from information that was/is clearly already written before October 7th in emails files blogs posts and digital audio files-Finally posted on October 27th 2011 at a well-known university in San Diego-whither her and I have been gangstalked overlay at which definitely includes cyber surveillance-if anyone ever ever-ever approaches her when she hikes no matter where it is at-It will be 100% gangstalking related.

Understand this and be clear any one that operates anything that eventually produces any discriminating information concerning this woman it and they will be connected to this expedition of the original intention that stems to the original motive to human trafficking this woman no matter if it happens within this year or the upcoming 1-5 years.

What people have to understand is that crime never goes away and in these times it is escalating no matter how the statistics that the government lets out states that it is not-and gangstalking has been around at least at least since the 20's its jut been perfected and syndicated.

The goal is to make her destitute so she runs to the them the system their infested in they open a case and then escalate assaults along her routes and the falsified accumulation of documentation that ensues as a result concerning her being destitute and periodical homelessness due to how they have isolated her from real friends-they operate this way in the factual descriptive operations that are listed here.

They steal rent they rent apartments next to their targets in order to harass and wher targets down to cause them to move-Google gangstalker rent apartments adjacent to their target's and undersand this fellow American Citizens this woman has already caught them numerous times in provable tangible Proof it now just a matter of time to shake the tree to see how she will maneuver them out into the open while everyone is looking and to get perjury from them-wr her this is about catching the responsible parties that were DirecTey connected to the 2006 expedition towards her in san diego california -folding the past to the current crimes in order to cover up both.

The San Diego Police

I will be going to Bank of America in Stamford Ct on August 3rd 2011 in the for any reason $222.00 is not in my account before I enter it will be the direct concerted effort of the Gangstalking Campaign in Ct if any problems arise concerning any Bank of America Employees or Managers or Security or tellers it will be the direct concerted effort of the Gangstalking Campaign towards me that stalked me from Michigan Dearborn To Connecticut and from Connecticut to California.

I never use my ATM card for any reason whatsoever at any location in my state so identity theft can only transpire if someone impersonates me and enters the bank to withdraw funds I never even enter Bank of America on payday before making a Digital Audio File concerning the fact that I'm on my way to go there well before hand.

And my business transactions are always recorded always so the Digital Tape recorder is always always up and running before I enter the bank at any time on any date for any reason.

Leslie Williams this file pertains to August 2011 and the same predictions concerning my account are the same for California in Sept Oct Nov 2011
Goin To Conniticut Greyhound or Amtrak -04-01-2011-04-04-2011

1 message

Leslie williams <appoline77@gmail.com> Thu, Mar 31, 2011 at 6:16 PM

To: appoline77@gmail.com

I will be leaving Michigan between April 1st and April 3rd 2011-from detroit or Southfield Greyhound (Or Amtrak Dearborn) If any incident happens at Grey Hound (Amtrak) or on my route to Connecticut it literally will be a Gangstalking Orchestrated on my travel route which includes lay overs on the way Theft of any of my belonging-If any Problem arises concerning me about me around me or towards me it will literally prove Being Stalked to Greyhound (Amtrak) or them connecting on a route along the way-there is any problems concerning the bus driver no matter how many bus drivers or bus are changed it will be the matter of fact proving that Department of transportation members engage in GangStalking aiding and abetting Gangstalking incidents with witnesses if their is any problems at any terminals on the way to connecticut it will be the same if any disturbances occur when people are suppossed to be sleeping it will be them because sleep disruption is a huge tactic this includes even using babies BELIVE IT-that is a tactic that can be found online-if the police in any city or state are called because of ANYTHING that transpires on the Bus or(TRAIN) pertaining anything about me towards me against me it will LITERALLY be a Direct Concerted effort of the Gangstalking Campaign that started in Dearborn Mi.

It is a Literall known fact even mentioned by other targets online "Andrew Lewis" that you are Stalked-Gangstalked across state lines-and it can also be discovered online that memebers of teh Department of transportation Can and Are solicited to aid and Abbed in Gangstalking agenda's
GangsStalkers threatening to steal my money out of my Bank Account-on 4-01-2011

1 message

Leslie williams <appoline77@gmail.com>  Thu, Mar 31, 2011 at 3:27 PM
To: appoline77@gmail.com

GangsStalkers threatening to steal my money out of my Bank Account-on
InboxX

Reply | Leslie williams
show details 3:23 PM (2 minutes ago)

Leslie williams <appoline77@gmail.com>
to:appoline77@gmail.com

Thu, Mar 31, 2011 at 3:23 PM
subject: GangsStalkers threatening to steal my money out of my Bank Account-on

mailed-by:gmail.com

hide details 3:23 PM (2 minutes ago)

Today's date is March 31 2011 I am at Henry Ford Community College--The GangStalkers using Direct Conversation Tactics where I live and last night at AMC Theater fairlani told me does she really expect for her money to be in her Bank Account tomorrow April 1st 2011 at Bank of America in Dearborn Mi-My name is Leslie K Williams-I'm at Henry Ford Community College right now their are 3 GangStalkers directly in front of me all Arabic using direct conversation commentary-at 5101 Evergreen Rd Dearborn Mi-48126-The time is 3:23 PM

Reply Forward
Satmford Connecticut Prediction as of August 2nd 2011 up until leaving Stamford Ct.

If anything occurs in Stamford Ct from the date of August 2nd up until I leave Stamford Ct to go to the Greyhound bus on August 4th 2011-no matter who it involves or what is brought about or how it will be the direct concerted effort of the Gangstalking campaigns that is going on in Connecticut towards me. Review www.Gangstalkingworld.com-everything that is on and within their web-page also review Gangstalking at Google and You Tube and Learn-Oseive Remote Neural Monitoring and Influencing and Electronic Harassment at Google and You Tube as well because these are the technological assets of Gangstalking crews—l mind my own business everywhere I go and when I'm at the places I go Libraries, Movies stores, restaurants, Bank's, Bus Stops and Bus routes-I don't even engage in ANYTHING that is illegal in any way shape or form any place I go or while I'm there. I Mind my own business everywhere I go and while I am at the places I go as IF ANYTHING occurs ANYWHERE I go or am at no matter. No Matter who is involved it will be the direct concerted effort of the Gangstalking Campaign that is going on towards me in Connecticut.

Leslie Williams
predictions concerning Amtrak and Connecticut

Leslie Williams <appoline77@gmail.com>

To: appoline77@gmail.com

Tue, Apr 5, 2011 at 8:05 PM

My name is Leslie Karen Williams-I will be leaving today to go to Stamford Ct-im at Henry Ford Centennial Lib-in Dearborn Mi-on 0n-05-05-2011-I will be goin to the Amtrak track station that is located directy behind the Dearborn Police Station-If any problems occur on any route to Stamford Connecticut-if any problems occur about me concerning me around me or against me while on the Amtrak Bus-Train-or at any Change Over Terminal-bathrooms cigarette breaks rest stops-if there are any sudden or announced delays of travel, or a section of them-and as a result any problems arising in Connecticut with ANYONE it will be a Concerted effoort to contain or discredit me or both-Just as a Cautious Foot Note-If I visit Chris-and he turns on me or accuses me of anything it LITERALLY will be because they seen me emailing and contactimg him from U of M Dearborn Lib-I am mentioned on his March 22'nd Broadcast-by him-but their is always a Possibility that he could be running a front group by the CIA-Just like Southern Levy Poverty Center and the Voices of the Martrys/so I will not trust him becausue all's it takes is a acusation and a crooked cop- and boom think about this-their not don this to you because of something you did wrong they had a motive-and since their still their the motive is still their this is about expolatation-your comfort and safety is your priority and a little comfort that is safer is better than no comfort and very bad company

http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/aud opop.jsp?option=468673&cmd=opop
so always make sure you dont trust anyone at all no matter what they say-you are the first priority-so take care of yourself-My goal is to mind my own Physical Builsness-with the way their and when I get their also if they keep me up along the routes of getting ther or if they steal my bike-it will be them-literally-If the police Hassle me at All if the Gangstalking begins along ANY ANY of my routes of when I am their ANY WHERE ANY PLACE ANYBODY,PERIOD It will literally be orchestrated because i mind My own Builsness everywher I go I cause no problems whatsoever anywher I go i dont steal,Drink use drugs cause problems Im not Violent in any way-and I never act irrational-Ok Got to Go getting ready to leave henry Ford Centeniel Library 4/05/2011

leslie Karen Williams-368-84-6514
Eversingle LARSON Email Saved to Myself and Printed was done at the University of San Diego on 9/26/2011
PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Frances Cosico, Public Relations
Phone: 415.268.6063 | Email: FCosico@mofo.com

"The government has long reconciled its war prosecutions and reliance on international treaties with secret actions on its part. As the case moves forward, perhaps we will finally learn an answer to why our vets were made victims at Edgewood," said Michael Blecker, Executive Director at Swords to Plowshares.

Morrison & Foerster Senior Counsel Gordon Erspamer is the lead attorney representing the veterans, along with partner Timothy Blakely and associates Stacey Sprenkel, Adriano Hrvatin, Tim Reed, and Jonathan McFarland. The case came on the heels of an earlier case the firm filed on behalf of veterans afflicted with Post-Traumatic Distress Disorder, which is now pending in the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. The firm is handling both cases pro bono.

###

ABOUT MORRISON & FOERSTER:

With more than 1,000 lawyers in key finance and technology centers internationally, Morrison & Foerster offers clients comprehensive, global legal services in business and litigation. The firm is distinguished by its unsurpassed expertise in finance, life sciences, and technology, its legendary litigation skills, and an unrivaled reach across the Pacific Rim, particularly in Japan and China. For more information, visit www.mofo.com

Attorney Advertising
MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP
Prior Results Do Not Guarantee A Similar Outcome

Executive Director at Swords to Plowshares.
Assault
5 messages

Antonio Johnson <Antonio.Johnson@sdmts.com>  
To: appoline77@gmail.com  
Cc: Frank Amezcua <Frank.Amezcua@sdmts.com>  

Tue, Oct 11, 2011 at 5:12 PM

Hello Ms Williams,

I am conducting an investigation of the assault that took place on 10-10-2011 at around 0936 hours. I have reviewed video footage. It's unfortunate that an accident like that could result in an attack of that nature. What I need to know is, if you spoke to PD, did you obtain a case/incident number. Did you sustain any injuries? If this person is contacted, are you willing to press charges? We'll start with this info and go from here.

I will be the one for your point of contact and hopefully, if this person is a regular passenger, we can get him. Any questions, please feel free to call.

Thank You

Sgt Antonio Johnson  
Code Compliance Supervisor  
San Diego M.T.S.  
Phone: 619.595.3084

Cell: 619.379.8258  
Fax: 619.230.6205  
antonio.johnson@sdmts.com

Leslie williams <appoline77@gmail.com>  
To: Antonio Johnson <Antonio.Johnson@sdmts.com>  

Wed, Oct 12, 2011 at 6:36 PM

hello Antonio I will be contacting a Attorney either this week or early next week-I do appreciate this timeley response and yes their is a Incident report number But before I forward it to you I want to find a attorney and have him review the report first-as I am am sure you can understand the prudencey that accomaines this type

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=73cdafe4c&view=pt&search=inbox&th=132f57... 10/12/2011
Incident on Veolia Bus
2 messages

Gregory_Deany@gbtpa.com <Gregory_Deany@gbtpa.com>
To: appoline77@gmail.com

Thu, Oct 27, 2011 at 12:41 PM

Hi Ms. Williams, I am Greg Deany with Gallagher Bassett Services. We are the claims handlers for the MTS Bus Service/ Veolia Transportation. The incident on the bus has been reported to us and we have set up a claim for the incident with a claim number 002586-044656-GB-01. I was unable to locate a phone number for you and would like to discuss the incident with you at your earliest convenience. If you would provide your phone number to me, or you can call me at the phone numbers listed below so we can discuss. Sorry the incident occurred on the bus and I look forward to speaking with you. Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Greg Deany

Greg Deany | Claims Representative | Gallagher Bassett Services, Inc.

P O Box 6060, Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181

Office: 855-858-3982 ext. 0861 | Fax: 866-830-7346 | Direct: 630-282-0861

E-mail: Gregory_deany@gbtpa.com

-------------------

This email and any attachments are confidential, solely for the use of the intended recipient and may contain privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, please return or destroy it immediately. Thank you.

-------------------

Leslie williams <appoline77@gmail.com>
To: Gregory_Deany@gbtpa.com

Mon, Oct 31, 2011 at 5:21 PM
Request for Bus Video
1 message
Raymond Pascual <raymond.pascual@sdmts.com> Tue, Oct 25, 2011 at 10:45 AM
To: appoline77@gmail.com

Hello Ms. Williams,

MTS has located video of your incident on 10/10/2011. Per our agency policy, we charge $5.00 for CD/video production requests. At your convenience, please send us $5.00 via cash or check to the address below with the annotation "ATTN: Public Records Request" so that we can mail that to you as soon as possible. Can you also e-mail me your mailing address?

Thank you,

Raymond Pascual
Metropolitan Transit System
1255 Imperial Avenue, Suite 1000
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 557-4540
(760) 562-4813 (mobile)
raymond.pascual@sdmts.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient and may contain information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney work product doctrine or other applicable privileges or confidentiality laws or regulations. If you are not an intended recipient, you may not review, use, copy, disclose or distribute this message or any of the information contained in this message to anyone. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of this message and any attachments.
January 20 Th Incident at U Of M Dearborn Lib-Caught of Video The incident an... Page 1 of 2

Worthy isnotworthy <dejavue99@gmail.com>

Januray 20th Incident at U Of M Dearborn Lib-Caught of Video The incident and the Report

1 message

Thu, Sep 22, 2011 at 4:13 PM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3W_pjZTb3e0&feature=related
YouTube of U of M Gangstalker #30
#30 Above is the Actual Physical gangsdtalker harrassing me----- January 20th 2011

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NI89sd2w2Aq
U of M GangStalker-Harassing Victim Torture in Dearborn Mi-Gangstalker Caught-January-20-2011

Read All of This --Click This Arrow---Torture
isten to the Whole Video-Then Revisit this- it will be updated soon 9/10/2011
Video of Campus Safety Report Concerning January 2011 harrassment caught of Video-Notice how they do not care at all about the Harrassment But they Care about the Video- taking by the Target concerning the GangStalker
Why because the Video's of Harrassment is Proof of the Harrassment--- LawSuit--- Lawsuit-- Get it AHHHH-Torture for Profit But no Catchie Catchie allowed-See these students are steered to harrass Target's by a Manager-and it is allowed by Campus Safety --look this woman experienced NON Stop Harrassment everysingle time she went to this Librarie the Harrassemnt was synchronised Exacting Methodical and 100 % Coordinated-it's done to make the Targets feel Victimized and ReVictimized everwhere they go-They communicate thru Cell Phone's- The Internet- Emails and Chat Rooms-And Hand Signaling -I've seen them in Direct Action Communicating with each other then positioning themselves around her when she was sitting at the Computer Stations When she Got up for Bathroom and Cigarette and Lunch Braeks and the Electronic Harrassment was the SAME Exact Voice Prints that she experienced on Steadman Appolone leonard Monroe Woodland and at all of her camp Sites in differentie city's including Dearborn Ann Arbor Redford Mi-Google John Hall Sattelite Terrorism Videos by You Tubing it- and you'll understand how that harrassment is utilized-See these people want you to see her as a Mentally Ill Social Deviant its been told to her that people were spreading rumors around Dearborn that she was a Active Drug Addict and that as a result she is to be harrassed and they told these people how to harrass her-She was Harrassed by people-who were told how to harrass her-Using the same words Phrases Comments that she experiencned as she was being Tortured on Appolice and Steadman and Leonard and Monroe and Woodland-Now how do Total strangers have this information and then use it to harrass her with it-the people that directed them are Directley Directley
Connected to the Individuals who got her addicted-White People Middle Class and that are connected Directley to her Neighbors from when she lived across the Street of the entrance of a Church that held AA Meeting 5 Times a Week she lived their in 1986-they got her addicted in 1989 and have been Remoteley Neurally Stimulating Relapses through the (0's and up unto 2003 and at times after-Using Remote Neural Moniroig Stimulating and Influencing-Its why they Implanted her-- See people dont have a clue about what this story is really about and what has been discovered since 2005-thruth's that stem right back to her Family and who and their connectd to ORGANIZED CRIME with Military connections-and they are attached to people who are attachted to Masonic Member's-See this expedition tie's to the Underpinning of how much the Masons are tied into our Goverenement and organizerized crime-The System and you whould not belive for a secound the extreme Criminal endeavors their into behind the science's Drug Trafficking Human Trafficking Prostitution Rings Human Experimentation-Pedophile Rings Pornography The Illegal Arms Trade-all of the Money Generated from these EXTREMELY Horrific Activities a Huge Huge amount is Connected to Illegal Operations the CIA is involved in DO THE RESEARCH her family is connected to the CIA and the Handlers that tried to entrain her for Prostitution are syndacted Organized Criminals that are syndacted to members of the Government Military and this Includes the FBI CIA NSA HARP DOD and DOJ-Think about it who has the Power Positions in each and every community to initiate protect and cover up

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=1f8ba35815&view=pt&search=sent&th=132936a... 9/22/2011
Gangstalking and what their involved in these individuals have the power to control police campus safety board of regents library staff at public libraries and university's--and who has the connections to get hundreds of different people to harass this target over the years 95% of it done free thru lie's bribery slander intimidation-barding-see this woman was harrased NON STOP through each time she was their at U of M Dearborn--continually on over 500 visits to this libran--they have stolen evidence-Micro cassettes written timeline of torture-they killed her cat they had the power to influence a HIGH HIGH profile attorney that handled the lawsuit against the doctor from oakwood hospital who deliberately falsley diagnosed hundreds of kids with epilepsy and implanted them-Brenner and Brenner farmington hills Michigan Oakwood is where they shipped her to-So she went to visit this lawyer and within 10 days she was evicted from her campsite-which was across the street from U of M-she stayed there from October 16th 2011 up to April 4th 2011-while goin from this campsite to U of M Every single day and leaving U of M Every single day and goin to her campsite-because of a huge incident at U of M involving a orchestrated gangstalking street theater in which they used it as an excuse to ban her from U of M by campus safety because she made previous campus safety reports within the previous 45 days about the gangstalking at the library including the fact that a campus safety officer was participating in it so they staged a incident then accused the target of taking video's of people for no reason and banned her so she called the Dearborn police on campus safety this occurred on March 28th 2011 at 10:00 PM they(Dearborn Police) approached her at her campsite on the morning of March 30th 2011 at 9:00 AM-Now get this The Monroe apartment they stole her USPS money order for rent on September 3rd 2010 within 7-9 days after she contacted amnesty international about the torture at her apartment-Now how does a USPS money order get stolen that was mailed return receipt-Google Gangstalking and mail theft and mail delayment-understand this very carefully she was reporting how they were breaching into her apartment she physically went to the free press in August 2010-she was blogging about what they were doing on Monroe extensiveley-they poisioned her on Monroe they stole a Bank card and replaced it on Monroe they rearranged her personal property on Monroe including female undergarments when she was running errands-and because she was making police reports about these break ins-then she was blogging about how they were falsified then contacting amnesty international at public libraries Google gangstalking and public libraries gangstalking and cyber surveillance-check this out she left Dearborn April 8th 2011 to Stamford Ct-gangstaked and harassed on the route their and as soon as she got off the bus-then within 8 days-they sabotaged her campsite-steered her deliberatley into a homeless shelter had her gangstaked their she made 3 online complaints to the ACLU that serves the city of Stamford that office being located in Hartford Ct she goes to Hartford Ct to follow up on the 3 online complaints and is arrested on her way for asking to use the bathroom at travlers insurance 1.5 hours before and 15 minutes after she Mapquested the ACLU address against the address of the Hartford lib--This LITERALLY LITERALLY Happened why because part of the online complaints talked extensively about Stamford Police and fire department harassment in Stamford she goes to Hartford to follow up on them and is arrested for asking to use the bathroom she leaves Ct 1.5 months later goes to California and is gangstaked on route to there and the second she arrives then they in the midst of 24/7 gangstalking in San Diego she is assaulted at a bus stop orchestrated by the San Diego Police because they are connected to what happened to her concerning their involvement in 2006 Direct Involvement-All of these things were caught on audio file and check this out they were predicted by this woman in email files and digital audio files before they transpired the harassment on the route to california and the assault at the bus stop on August 17 2011 9 days upon arrival-gettie up-This will be updated to describe the best of what was said on this audio file and what the description shows concerning everything that is said and why by both parties also Google ACLU Fox gaurding the Hen House learning disabiled woman tortured in Dearborn Mi-U of M is the palace the letter to pelgar was mailed from in 2006 literally.
MTS Caught REDHANDED-Video Reveals Corruption on MTS 's Involvement in Assault
Fellow American Citizens How can we as Americans as San Diego'ans ever believe in a System that is so corrupt that it whoold Bliatney Aid and Abbed in the Execution and or Assistance in a Brutal Physical Attack Against a Learning Disabled Woman.
What does it take to turn the heads of members in our Community/Sytem from having a Draconian nature in the first place let alone be capable of Crimes of this heinous Nature-
What does it take-What ya know when this woman was in Dearborn Mi she gave evidence back to them on Numerous occassions for many different reasons in which if the Public New the Circumstances they whouldve seen the Logic in it at that time-For years they duped this woman in brelieving what was happenning to her was a "Ends To Justify a Means" it was later to be found out that all of that was just a Deciefful theater to take her to the Places they wanted her to go HUMAN Trafficking-
This in itself shows the Draconian nature of the Individuals who are steering this Campaignh and the need to cover their Tracks and the places they used to Aid and Abbed in their Manuvers and Expections-How How can we change the nature of Animalistic Criminals-We cannot beliee that People who are engaged in these types of Criminal Endeavors do not have the Capacity to see thier Own Nature-Just Like a vampire cannot see himself in the Mirror-they cannot see how they are -undertsand that Crimminality and these types of Social Ills stem from the People that have no Conscious SocioPaths to whom they what they are is Normal-
So in this Realm of reality we as a people who want to Protect Ourselves our Children Our Community's have to take a Stand and Say look this is Unacceptable-and the Resposibility of what you have done has to be landed at your Front Door-
MTS Caught REDHANDED-Video Reveals Corruption on MTS 's Involvement in Assault

MTS Had the Adacity of mailing this Woman a Video that was Clearley Altered and Edited-and Compromised as far as it lenght of the Entire Duration of when She got on the Bus and when The Perpetrator did and when the Assault happend and what Happened after the assault-Their Whole Problem was that they obviously didn't expect it to be Noticed.
So what was Noticed--The First thing that was Noticed was that the Video shows the Woman and The Perpetrator sitting on the Wrong side of the Bus The Video was Obvioulsy sectioned and What was in it was shuffled to make it appear they were sitting on the Opposite side of the Bus-Why this was done will be stated in the later part of this Post-Ok this was the First thing that was immediatley Noticed Then this compelled me to look at the Enviroment of the Bus-The Seats the Doors the Mirrors-now Understand this as well the section that shows the Bus Driver Driving is compromised as well Plus their was no Audio on the Video that was sent in the mail to this Woman-Now
Lets examine what's out of place as far as what is reconized so Far the Mirror is Turned around-the One that is Postioned on a Rail whein the Step's are for people to approch the Back of the Bus-Upon reviewing this Fact on this Video anyone Can Clearley see that the direction the Mirror is Facing is Backwards to how its Normally Positionned it appearing backwards that is on the ALTER Video makes no sense for why it whoold Normally be positionned in the Direction it is-(On the Video) which clearley shows that the Video was sectioned and Rotated/Turned Around-
The Mirror is set up to face the Back of the Bus as a result of it being changed which again this Position of the mirror whoould clearley defie a reason for it to be Positionned this way-Second the Door is on the the Left side of the Bus Normally Now in the Video its Directley -directley next to the Assailant Yet in the Video the sectioned it to appear on the Right side of the Bus as your Viewing the
Video-( that is Observing what is happening at the back of the Bus)
In other Words when you get on a Bus it doesn’t matter in what direction your Boarding a Bus From-the back Door is always on the Left Side of the Bus in the Video the Door is on the Right side of the Bus-Why because the Video was Spliced to Make it appear that the Woman was sitting on the Right side of the Bus in the back and that the assailant was sitting on the right side -Even though Both were on the Left-so for them to section the Last half of the Bus to make it appear he and she was on the Right side they had to also section the same area as the Door and this was their Mistake-On the Video it Clearley Shows that him and the Door and Her are on the Right side and the People and seats on the Left show no door-in this section of the Video then after the Assault they switched it and then it clearley shows the Door on the Left--Now why was this done Because he was Harrassing her with his Hand on her Left Side Before the Assault-about 3 Minutes before the Assault Which they Did Not Include in what was sent
And the Video Included No Audio-Also the Video Segments that were Provided Clearley shows that all of the Harrassment that took place on the Bus before the assault was to not be mailed to her on the Video they mailed to her-Then-and Also-we can see why they sectioned the schuffle because the assailant harrassed the woman using his left hand within M inutes before the attack-so they wanted it to appear that nothing happened from this Guy towards this woman before the Assault that is why they didn’t include none of the Video except 1 to 1 1/2 Minutes before the Assault-they also ommitted her begging the Bus Driver to intervene Repeatedly-they also Ommitted the fact that he waited until the last minute to call anyone and it clearley shows that the Video Taken of who ever was steering the Bus was Not Engaging in Hand Signalling at all in which the Woman Witnessed-please before the attack-

Now also Notice that The Video was sent in the Exe Video File Extension Format-This was done because they(The Host of This GangStalking Expedition-has her Internet Activities Cyber Survailed and Just Recentley She made inquires online on How to use You Tube) They are well aware this Woman Has No Video Experience they Know this Look this Post TODAY Cannot include How they Know Because what we Clearley have to understand about GangStalking Expeditions is these People are DIRECTLEY DIRECTLEY Connected to the Police-and it’s all over the Internet that their Goal is to Contain the Target because of what they Know what they have Witnessed and/or what they had Originally planned for the Target-And how they Contain is thru the Tactics of Calling the target Crazy-Google GangStalking and Corrupt Mental Health GangStalking and the Psychiatrict Reprisal-Its LITERALLY How they Operate-Observe how Blogs that were written even two Days prior to this Incident dictated that She was Being Harrased on her Bus Routes-Including by Bus Drivers-Then Miracousley she is assaulated by an Assailant that has harrassed her Overely in the Past Why whom she of Discreetly Taken a Video of him in the Past if he had’nt of engaged in Any Overt Harrassment Before Why- see the Whole Goal in GangStalking is Criminal to the Extreme-Its all over the Internet their engaged in very nasty stuff-and its all over the Internet that Bus Drivers have been identifed as being part of GangStalking Expedition’s-It even Says it in this You Tube Video-which is Not made by her-Whatever-so why would that be stated in this You Tube Video and it not be a Factual reality-

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpUWgwR6IBk&feature=related
Why would MTS Why would they Alter a Video of a ASSAULT in the First Place if they had no Worries about anything Except for Maybe a Light premise Liability Lawsuit Come On-Its all over the Blogs before this assault took Place that she was Being harrassed on MTS Buses and that Bus Drivers weir engaging in these expeditions as well do the Math.
OK Todays Date is 11/10/2011 30 days after The day of the Assault-Was she threatened again on the MTS Trolley Today did she get this Threat on Digital Audio File Did she say in her recorcer that Lets see if Anything happens along my Route on the Way to the University today-that she goes to and again with in minutes something like this does happen-Did She call 911-Did she approach MTS Security after she got off the Trolley and did they Directley Tell her that they won’t take a report-then was she disgustingley Harrased Sexually on the Connecting Bus she got on after she got off this Trolley YES-Was that Caught on Digital Audio File-did a person approach her after this happened and Literally state you didn’nt do one thing towards this person in any way shape or form what was his problem-so how is it possible all of this Harrassment is Going on- The Threats Intimidation and the extreme Sexual Statements that are Being Said to a Woman That is Minding her own Buisness on their Trolleys and Buses and at Trolley Stations and Trolley Routes-How why would these Threats and Harrassemnt and Brutal Assaults take Place almost Everyday By people that she doesn’t know Stastically this is No accident-Its Synchronized Harrassments Threats and Assaults as a Result of them Knowing her Routes-GangStalking-Understand this-this is Not a Gang-Stalking her this is Organized Crime that is Doin it and this Organized Crime is Assaulting her Intimidating her and Threatening her and Insulting her 24/7 thru these Methods then their is the harassingmt that is Delivered thru Electronic Harrassemnt-SHe Contacted a Buisness Titled BugSweep-http://www.bugsweep.com/
after she spent three nights catching their harrassment that is Transmitted Electronically on her New Digital Recorder she was testing it to see if it can catch it—See John Hall a Member of www.freedomfchs.com has over 30 videos online titled Satellite Terrorism—You Tube and Listen to them You'll find him Stating the Following—If you go to Google and Type in Two things Electronic Harassment Michigan Law then at Google type in Electronic Harrassment Wikipedia's Web page and their External Link's you Can Clearley see how its expedited—they Piggyback their Frequencies off of Stationary Satellites in the Community Power Lines ETC... they piggy back off of these Stationary Apparatus'es then they split the Frequency their Piggy backing off of then the Modulated— Frequency and use this Frequency as the Carrier to subject the Target to Audible Distinguishable Aural Harrassment that is directly steppd down to interface with the BioElectric Frequency of that Targets Brain Its actually simple Technology but see the Brain Operates on a Extremely Low Frequency ELF Waves—and so does Digital Tape Recorders—Now John Hall even states that the only real thing that they have found to date— to catch the Aural Harrassement are Digital Tape Recorders because they also Operate in the ELF Wave Spectrum So this woman Caught it on Digital Audio File's and called Bugswipe and she told them that she caught them he told her to transfer it to a WMV file Form, and attach it in a email and he should filter it thru a Spectrum Analyzer the Phone call was made at the University of San Diego the Bugswipe Web page was discovered at the University of San Diego and within days she is Brutally assaulted and did the Electronic Harrassement that was caught was it caught in a Place that the FBI are in Close Proximetry to her—Why would I be typing this if it wasn't the case—and speaking of the FBI why should they not respond to her emails about what is happening to her—why havnt they offered assistance—Is she GangStalked on the Campus of the University of San Diego—what does the Front Page the Home Page of www.GangStalkingworld.com say about how targets are Monitored and Harrased everywhere they go—do the Math—look they figured this woman who're be easy prey—Period now were exposing them and every stupid thing they do—and answer this why why shouldn't all of these assaults being taking place against someone that has been here about 62 days—Itself evident when someone predicts something is going to happen in the Privacy of her tape recorder before she enters a environment or before a perpetrator arrives on the scene and one does it clearly shows not only a reason to state it but a reason for it to be right along her path for it to be brought into its execution—Stalking—MTS was directly involved in 2006—So was the San Diego Police—all you have to do is understand what is described in previous Posts the manifesto of "A GangStalker Confesses to see that the Police are Involved Doctors Office Workers Utility Personal-Members of the Department of Transportation (Their called the Travel bureau it clearly mentions syndcated schools-Universities-Come on Why is the MTS Video ALTERED—If they had no part to do with the Assailant Think about this why shouldn't they Section and Rotate a Video Why)

This is Being Posted in Your name they came into this Womans House after destroying her Life Covertley and while manipulating her Neuraly With Remote Neural Monitoring while she was experiencing the Duress of her life being torn Down and being helpless over stopping it—They Go after backs White's Mexicans Assains Children The Elderley People on Disability They Go after the Poor and Vulnerable We right this to expose them to educate to let you know that their are people in this world that care about people they have never met—You
I Leslie K. Williams hereby request a video of the assault that took place on the MTS bus on 10/10/11 at 9:36 AM.

The video that MTS has already sent me was not a complete video by any sense of word – it had no audio – it had no time segments more than 3:00 minutes and as well as other discrepancies.

Also what MTS put the video on was a very flimsy CD in the exe format that cracked – I should've requested a second video based upon the first 4 problems described above any ways.

To date as of 10/11/2011 I have made 4-5 email request for a video from MTS for the above stated reasons & those emails I have not been replied to or complied to by MTS – This is a attorney pro se request for this video for discovery material purposes effective 11/18/2011 Leslie Williams.
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Profits millions of dollars over
$12,000 a month — and
especially earmarked to
residential homes, shops and
social security offices. And
the income, including a
whole new line of consumer
products, has been
controlled by John Rooney.

According to the still
unreleased statement, the
court order is that
Christopher and
Christopher's wife, Christy,
were the ones who
controlled the
business dealings.

McKee's statement also
mentioned that
Christopher's wife
was also a
substantial
shareholder.

McKee's statement,
however, did not
mention any
connection to the
business dealings
or any criminal
activity.

The case is
expected to go to
trial late next
month.

McKee's statement
was delivered
outside the
courtroom,
where he
appeared
to be
emotional.

McKee's statement
also included a
personal
note to the
Rooneys,
saying that
they had
been
“generously saluted”
for their work.

The full text of McKee's
statement is:

"It is important to note
that this case involves
a dispute over a
business deal and
does not
constitute a
criminal
activity.

I believe that
Christopher
and his
family
have
played
an
important role
in the
community,
and
I hope that
this case
will
ultimately
result in a
positive outcome.

I would like
to
express my
regret
for any
misunderstandings
that may
have
occurred,
and
I look
forward
to
working
with
Christopher
and
his
family
in the
future.

I believe
that
resolving
this
matter
can
benefit
the
entire
community.

Thank you.
"
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Your tip has been submitted.
Sent Email

No Reply

From University of San Diego
Sent Email

No Reply

From University of San Diego
For assistance in locating any of these products or to place an order, please ask a bookseller.

Closing the Gap: Gang Stalking
By Gmb Bailey
Self Improvement, SELF
IMPROVEMENT
Price: $19.95
Trade Paper
CreateSpace - August 2010
Product #: 9781453798997
See a bookseller to order this item

Closing the Gap: Gang Stalking
By Gmb Bailey
Trivia &
Miscellany, TRIVIA/MISC
Price: $19.96
Trade Paper
CreateSpace - August 2010
Product #: 9781453803318
See a bookseller to order this item

Thank you for shopping at Barnes & Noble
The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights

The Nation's Premier Civil and Human Rights Coalition

Contact Us

The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights
The Leadership Conference Education Fund
1029 15th Street NW
10th Floor
Washington, DC 20005

The Education Fund: (202) 408-5544

View a list of staff by department.

Media

- Please see our Press Center for inquiries or to join our press list

Website Submissions

- Post a job in our Career Center
- Post an event to the Civil Rights Calendar

General Inquiries

You can send us an email by filling out the form below. Please include your email address or phone number if you require a response.

Full name: Leslie Williams

Email: 

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=73edaf9e4c&view=pt&search=sent&th=13292799... 9/22/2011
appoline77@gmail.com

Phone:

Message:
Sent from the University of San Diego 9/22/2011

- (Google Torture in San Diego Again Ct Dearborn Mi) - The FBI is Extremely

Submit

Home About The Leadership Conference Contact Us Blog Careers Disclaimer Privacy Policy
© 2011 The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights/The Leadership Conference Education Fund. All rights reserved.
1629 K Street NW, 10th Floor, Washington, DC 20006

powered by Convio
corporate software

The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights
The Nation's Premier Civil and Human Rights Coalition

Search

Home > About Us > Contact Form Submission Received

Contact Form Submission Received

Thank you for contacting The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights and The Leadership Conference Education Fund. If you included your contact information, we will get back to you soon.
Sent from the University of San Diego 9/22/2011

Google Torture in San Diego Again Ct Deamton Mj-The FBI is Extremely Close to When she currently Lives and their Threatening to take away her Social Security Why to spin the effects of Being Broken for Containment for discrediting for Entailment San Diego Police are 100% involved in this Crime and so are members of the Prosecutor's office that work in the Halls of Justice building in Down Town San Diego this occurred in 2009 Their all over her Harrasment wise Physical gangstalking and Electronic Harrasment and their Using Students at the University’s she go's to to engage in Gangstalking Gas Lighting Campaigns This was written by the Closest friend of this woman he only one she has

Target Name is Leslie Kerin Williams-nonprofit software
County of San Bernardino
Bighorn-Desert View
Water Agency
mitigated negative Septemb
Declaration

Thank you for visiting the Official Home of Candidate and Elected Official
David A. Larson

David A. Larson
1377 Tahoe Ave
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
760.793.8653
electlarson@yahoo.com
FCC call-sign KI6JN

"I am honored to have received the trust and confidence of San Bernardino County residents, and I am proud to serve as Director of the Bighorn Desert View Water Agency..."

David A. Larson is engaged to long time girlfriend and fiancee Brandi Baker from Ridgecrest California where they are raising 7-year old daughter Hayley. In addition to being an elected official in the County of San Bernardino serving as Director of the Bighorn Desert View Water Agency, Dave is an FCC licensed radio operator, call-sign KI6JN, a Microsoft Windows/DOS A+ Certified Technician, and a media and marketing professional.

Go to Larson Media  Go to Larson Bunch

About Dave

Elected Novemb
Director of the B
View Water Agei
Confirmed by Se
State Deborah Bi
write-in candida
2008 Presidenti
Election
FCC licensed rad
call-sign KI6JN,
Radio Emergenc
(ARES) Assistant

Priorities

Accountability
Transparency
Limits on Exec
Restoring the R
Preserving the l
Constitution
Intelligence OV
Reform
Accountability
Surveillance
Freedom of the

http://larsonmedia.net/electlarson/contact.htm
Printing out Barbra Boxers Privacy Act Consent Form-At the University of San Deigo 9/29/2011

1 message

Leslie williams <appoline77@gmail.com>                                           Thu, Sep 29, 2011 at 2:05 PM
To: appoline77 <appoline77@gmail.com>

Today at the University of San Diego I accessed the Web Site Of Barbra Boxer and Reviewed the Contact information in reference to her Website offering assistance when it come's to a Federal Agency-

The Privacy Act Consent Form was printed out by me
http://boxer.senate.gov/in/services/assistance/upload/Boxer-Privacy-Release-Form.pdf

Leslie K Williams---368-84-6514

This (Email File and Doc.File) is being Developed to make it a Matter of understanding that -in reference to the Previous Tactic's of (GangStalking Organized Stalking)- i.e.. CyberSurveillance for information Utilization Purposes-that I believe they are aware of the activity of me accessing her Web Site Here at this University-
The University of San Diego On the date of 9/29/2011-as a Result of this CyberSurveillance I believe their Goal Will be to respond to the Threat of what I will expose in the Request Form-
Or they may attempt to use what is Exposed in this Request form to Discredit me in reference to the Thruth of what is described here within this consent form. As a result of Either Before During or After it (the Consent form) is Processed by me to Ms Barbra Boxer's Office-By Fax Mail-and Physically in Person and thru a Attorney and Civil Organization (S)-Including the ACLU and Amnesty International

Their response to this Perceived threat will be wide in scope-
Their response will/May be to Come after me Concerning where I live at Currentley
and/or to stage a Event or Assault/ Either with or without Witnesses along any of my Route's which includes anywhere I go along my routes and this additionally includes the Transportation Routes-Walking Public transportation or Bicycles that I use to get their-

Organized Stalking/and Surveillance occurs against a Target-24/7---If anything happens concerning my SSD Direct Deposit or the Continuation of My SSD Checks occur as a result of me activeley Preparing to get assistance which is what I do everday-and in reference to the plight's(Actions of physically and or socially participating in obtaining assistance-and following thru on any request for assistance, if Anything happens, Around me Towards me, About me or Against me WITH or without witnesses no matter who is used-

It will be the direct covert/Overt/and or direct concerted effort of the Organized stalking expedition that is going on towards me and my Person my Personal Life my Finances my Freedom and/or my Credibility-We can Easily Observe and Scrutinize GangStalking Tactics thru Google and You Tube-their Tactics can also be observed at www.GangStalkingworld.com -----and At www.Freedomfchs.com-----

This Information in this Email File will be copied and saved to a Word document File and Saved to a USB Drive and this Email file will be printed out By me and Kept on my Person-Leslie K Williams-368-84-6514-

These Statements cffintitley also pertain to any even that occurs towards me or my Person or Credibility pertaining to the University of San Diego-9/29/2011---effective at 2:03 PM--Leslie K Williams -368-84-6514.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=73cdaf9e4c&view=pt&search=sent&th=132b701d... 9/29/2011
Prediction concerning leaving the University of San Diego on 11/14/2011-

leslie williams <lesliew121@gmail.com>

Mon, Nov 14, 2011 at 6:28 PM

If anything is wrong at weir I am currently Periodically hiking out at right next to the FBI-concerning any of my Property and or if my cell phone is Missing or if anyone is their upon me arriving or if anyone shows up after I arrive it will be the/a Synchronized timed theater to start provoking provocation and hate Dissemination and possibly to try and use my phone as a way to identify whose tent and Belongong it is it will be the Direct concerted effort of the GangStalking expedition to take advantage of the Fact that I left it behind The Time is 6:21 PM Im at the University of San Diego-11/14/2011- Am I being Cybersurvelled at this University and is CyberMonitoring a GangStalking Tactic that can be found all over the internet which means they are aware that the Cell Phone was left behind-if a assault or provocation occur along my routes to this Hiking area from the University of San Diego it will of been executed because they are aware I dont have my cell phone to call the Police-and if anything happens and its not caught on digital Audio file Its Literally because they Have teh Technology to shut down my Digital Tape recorder so the Assault or Threat or Intimidation is not caught on Digirtal Audio File My nae is Leslie K Williams 368-84-6514
Predictions that may occur on 11/14/2011 Once I leave teh Library at the University of San Diego
1 message

leslie williams <lesliew121@gmail.com>  Mon, Nov 14, 2011 at 5:25 PM
To: lesliew121@gmail.com

If anything Happens whatsoever tonight on the Way Home 11/14/2011 leaving from the University of San Diego between 7:00PM and 7:30 PM which means at the Tram Bus Stop at the University The Tram Bus Route to the Old Town Trolley Station at the Old Town Trolley Station-and/or on the Green Line Trolley Route on my way to the Hazard Center Trolley Station Stop-When I get off the Trolley at the Hazard station while Im Walking either to Jack in the Box right up the street or if I go to Barnes and Noble Im routes to either of these Places and while Im at either of these places including their bathrooms and Leaving either of these Places-or If anything happens on route to walk to the 928 Bus stop on Frairs and Frazze Road once I leave either of the last two Places mentioned---and at the Bus Stop on Frairs and Frazze Road --to wait for the 928 MTS Bus to take me to Stone Crest Plaza-Including this 928 Bus Route to get there-The Bus Route Which means while Im on the Bus-and if anything happens along these routes or Places or Goin to them and leaving them and its not caught on digital Audio File it will prove the electronic capabilities that GangStalkers have to shut down my electronics that would otherwise Digitally Audio Record anything that does happen-Review the Remote Neural Monitoring File-If anything Happens Concerning me about me towards me or against me assualts intimidations Threats Accusations-with or Without Witnesses in will the the Direct Concerted effort of the GanGStalking Expedition that is Goin on towards me along my Routes in San Diego California.
My name is Leslie Karen Williams 368-84-6514-.The Below article proves teh Date From the Detroit News as far as it being a article that was publicished by them on this date
Last Updated: November 14, 2011 7:02PM

Orphaned Alaskan bear cubs soon to call Detroit home

Mary Pemberton/ Associated Press

From The Detroit News: http://detnews.com/article/20111114/METRO/111140436/Orphaned-Alaskan-bear-cubs-soon-to-call-Detroit-home#xzz1dx5T2feQ
Predictions of Assaults threatens Arrests

1 message

leslie williams <lesliew121@gmail.com>
Sat, Nov 19, 2011 at 5:42 PM

If anything Happens Against Me Around Me Concerning me Or About Me along Any Of My Routes (employees And or managment or Customers Restraunants Movie Theaters Wal Mart bathrooms Walking-or and all Bus Routes Bus Stops Trolley Stations Trolley Routes-And were I periodically Hike out at either while im their or on my way their or Leaving their This includes assaults Intimidations Threats Accusations all of these With or With out witneesess it will be the direct Result of the GangStalking expeditions goin on towwards me in San Diego Any problems with Any Police FBI or Bus Drivers MTS Security or TRolley personal it will be because of the Same Reason-If anything happens at any Universitie(San Diego) bathrooms or anywheir on their campuses-Also at any Public Library-Customers or employees or Security and teh Universities Camopus Saftey it will of benn directed by teh Host of teh ganGSTalking expedition goin on towards me in san Diego--11/19/2011 at 5:40 Pm from this Date and Time forward-Any Assaults on the Bus Trolleys Trolley stations Routes-threats anytghing with or without Witness it will be GanGSTalking related-If any arrests occur everyone involved was/is solicited by the ganGSTalking Expeditions

san Diego California Leslie K Williams
Questions about the Department (ED) or NCLB
Please see our frequently asked questions (preguntas y respuestas frecuentes).

Phone: 1-800-USA-LEARN (1-800-872-5327)
Spanish speakers available (se habla español)
TTY: 1-800-437-0833

ED Phonebook and Organizational Directory
Use our electronic phonebook to find phone numbers and room numbers of ED staff, or call 1-800-872-5327 (202-401-2000 in the D.C. metropolitan area).

The ED Organizational Directory lists phone numbers, managers, and other information for ED offices.

Media Contacts
Reporters and education writers may contact the U.S. Department of Education press office by phone at (202) 401-1576 or by mail at U.S. Department of Education Press Office, 400 Maryland Avenue, SW, 7E-247, Washington, DC 20202.

Where ED is located
The Department is headquartered in Washington, D.C., where about 3,600 staff work in several buildings:

- **Lyndon Baines Johnson (LBJ)**
  Department of Education Building
  400 Maryland Ave, SW
  Washington, DC 20202

- **Potomac Center Plaza (PCP)**
  550 12th Street, SW
  Washington, DC 20202

- **Capitol Place**
  555 New Jersey Ave, NW
  Washington, DC 20208

- **1990 K Street, NW**
  Washington, DC 20006

- **Union Center Plaza (UCP)**
  830 1st Street, NE
  Washington, DC 20202

- **L'Enfant Plaza**
  490 L'Enfant Plaza, SW, Room 2100A
  Washington, DC 20202

Another 1,400 staff work in ED's ten regional offices. These staff help represent ED's goals and views in their region, particularly in the areas of student financial assistance, civil rights enforcement, vocational rehabilitation services, and audits and investigations.

The Department's U.S. Postal Service mailing address is:

U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20202

Federal Student Aid Payments
If you have a Direct Student Loan and are sending in a payment, do not use the address above. If your loan is in "good standing" (not in default), click here and use the address in Atlanta, GA. If your student loan is in default, please call 1-800-621-3115 to obtain the correct address.
San Diego Sheriff eCrime Report - Sent

The Report has been submitted to the Sheriff Communications Center.
You may be contacted via telephone or email within five business days.
A confirmation has been sent to your email.

**eCrime Report number: ECR201112692**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area:</td>
<td>Unincorporated San Diego County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unincorporated Community:</td>
<td>S.D. County (Other)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime Type:</td>
<td>Theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident Start Date:</td>
<td>8/8/2011 9:08:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident End Date:</td>
<td>10/29/2011 9:01:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party First Name</td>
<td>David</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party Last Name</td>
<td>Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party Race:</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party Gender:</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party Birthdate:</td>
<td>07/28/1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party Phone:</td>
<td>313-535-8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party Email:</td>
<td><a href="mailto:leslie21@gmail.com">leslie21@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party IDNo:</td>
<td>w452511461567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party IDType:</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party Address1:</td>
<td>P.O.Box-60752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party Apt:</td>
<td>San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party State:</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party Zip:</td>
<td>92166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Party Country:</td>
<td>America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim First Name:</td>
<td>David</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Middle Name:</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Last Name:</td>
<td>Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Race:</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Gender:</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Birthdate:</td>
<td>07/28/1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Address1:</td>
<td>P.O.Box-60752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Apt:</td>
<td>San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim State:</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Zip:</td>
<td>92166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Country:</td>
<td>America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Info:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident Address1:</td>
<td>P.O.Box-60752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident Address2:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident XStreet:</td>
<td>cannon Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident Apt:</td>
<td>San Diego</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I know of a Learning Disabled Woman who is targeted for Human trafficking and it is directly attached to a Nation Wide Syndicate-Some San Diego Police Officers are involved as well as Fire Fighters-and they currently have her isolated Is Electronic harassment and Remote Neural Monitoring being Used on her

I know of a Learning Disabled Woman who is targeted for Human trafficking and it is directly attached to a Nation Wide Syndicate-Some San Diego Police Officers are involved as well as Fire Fighters-and they currently have her isolated Is Electronic harassment and Remote Neural Monitoring being Used on her-are they setting the stage to use a syndacted Social Security Worker to take away her SSD-to exploit the Financial Institution-Does Mayor Sanders know about this YES IS he covering it up YES-Why-MONEY- She is a Huge Whistle Blower-At the end of the Day this Transmission be revealed-for her protection when the time is right-Intense infested corruption in this transmission being surveilled-The Phone Numbers attached are Numbers of the Connected Perpetrators in Michigan who Will to protect themselves discredit her-Who is this Woman-What does she really know-Is their CIA involvement-will connected parties call her crazy to deflect you—are these the methods they use-Even though she is Learning Disabled she is extremely Smart Very Resourceful and will not bargain even for her own skins sake until the perpetrators are revealed on the News TORTURE does this to you-do you understand Under no circumstances ever will she stop until this is exposed Understand this Very well they robbed her ability to have children this crime has been going on towards her since 2002 and it still is San Diego has been involved twice Currently and in 2006-So Understand that this Transmission will be scrutinized at a Later date because she has to put Safe Guards in place in case a Corrupted individual recieves it-Its called boxing in the Perps Their Connected like you would not believe-so Who arrived in San Diego on August 8th 2011-who and what does she Know Theft of a Person

Report Create Date/Time: 11/9/2011 4:31:49 PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>SerialNo</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>UpdateDTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5318</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Being</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>a gazillion dollars</td>
<td></td>
<td>11/9/2011 5:00:57 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Incident State: 92166

Incident Zip:

Incident Loc Info

I know of a Learning Disabled Woman who is targeted for Human trafficking and it is directly attached to a Nation Wide Syndicate-Some San Diego Police Officers are involved as well as Fire Fighters-and they currently have her isolated and Electronic harassment and Remote Neural Monitoring being used on her.

Incident Description:

I know of a Learning Disabled Woman who is targeted for Human trafficking and it is directly attached to a Nation Wide Syndicate-Some San Diego Police Officers are involved as well as Fire Fighters-and they currently have her isolated and Electronic harassment and Remote Neural Monitoring being used on her-are they setting the stage to use a syndicated Social Security Worker to take away her SSD to exploit the Financial Destitution-Does Mayor Sanders Know about this YES IS he covering it up YES-Why-MONEY- She is a Huge Huge Whistle Blower-At the end of the Day will this Transmission be revealed-for her protection when the time is right-Intense infested corruption is this transmission being surveilled-The Phone Numbers attached are Numbers of the Connected Perpetrators in Michigan who will protect themselves discredit her-Who is this Woman-What does she really know-Is their CIA involvement-will connected parties call her crazy to deflect you-are these the methods they use-Even though she is Learning Disabled she is extremely Smart Very Resourceful and will not bargain even for her own skins sake until the perpetrators are revealed on the News-TORTURE-does this to you-do you understand Under no circumstances ever will she stop until until this is exposed

Understand this Very well they robbed her ability to have children-this crime has been goin on towards her since 2002 and it still is San Diego has been involved twice Currently and in 2006-So Understand that this Transmission will be scrutinized at a Later date because she has to put Safe Guards in place in case a Corrupted individual receives it-Its called boxing in the Perps Their Connected like you would not believe-so Who arrived in San Diego on August 8th 2011-who and what does she Know Theft of a Person

Report Create Date/Time: 11/9/2011 4:31:49 PM

Property

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>SerialNo</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>UpdateDTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5317</td>
<td>A Child of God</td>
<td>original</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>77777</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>quadrillion dollars</td>
<td>a Human Being</td>
<td>11/9/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5318</td>
<td>Human Being</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>a gazillion dollars</td>
<td></td>
<td>11/9/2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Incedent State:
Incedent Zip: 92166
I know of a Learning Disabled Woman who is targeted for Human trafficking and it is directly attached to a Nation Wide Syndicate-Some San Diego Police Officers are involved as well as Fire Fighters and they currently have her isolated-Is Electronic harassment and Remote Neural Monitoring being Used on her
I know of a Learning Disabled Woman who is targeted for Human trafficking and it is directly attached to a Nation Wide Syndicate-Some San Diego Police Officers are involved as well as Fire Fighters and they currently have her isolated-Is Electronic harassment and Remote Neural Monitoring being Used on her-are they setting the stage to use a syndicated Social Security Worker to take away her SSD-to exploit the Financial Destination-Does Mayor Sanders Know about this YES IS he covering it up YES-Why-MONEY- She is a Huge Huge Whistle Blower-At the end of the Day will this Transmission be revealed for her protection when the time is right-Intense infected corruption is this transmission being surveilled-The Phone Numbers attached are Numbers of the Connected Perpetrators in Michigan who Will to protect themselves discredit her-Who is this Woman-What does she really know-Is their CIA involvement-will connected parties call her crazy to deflect you are these the methods they use-Even though she is Learning Disabled she is extremely Smart Very Resourceful and will not bargain even for her own skins sake until the perpetrators are revealed on the News TORTURE-does this to you-do you understand Under no circumstances ever will she stop until this is exposed Understand this Very well they robbed her ability to have children-this crime has been going on towards her since 2002 and it still is San Diego has been involved twice Currently and in 2006 So Understand that this Transmission will be scrutinized at a Later date because she has to put Safe Guards in place in case a Corrupted individual receives it-Its called boxing in the Purg's Their Connected like you would not believe-so Who arrived in San Diego on August 8th 2011-Who and what does she Know Theft of a Person

Report Create Date/Time: 11/9/2011 4:31:49 PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>SerialNo</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>UpdateDTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5318</td>
<td>Human Being</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>a gazillion dollars</td>
<td>a gazillion dollars</td>
<td>11/9/2011 5:00:37 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Incident State:
Incident Zip: 92166

I know of a Learning Disabled Woman who is targeted for Human trafficking and it is directly attached to a Nation Wide Syndicate-Some San Diego Police Officers are involved as well as Fire Fighters and they currently have her isolated!-
Electronic harassment and Remote Neural Monitoring being used on her.

I know of a Learning Disabled Woman who is targeted for Human trafficking and it is directly attached to a Nation Wide Syndicate-Some San Diego Police Officers are involved as well as Fire Fighters and they currently have her isolated!-
Electronic harassment and Remote Neural Monitoring being used on her—are they setting the stage to use a syndicated Social Security Worker to take away her SSD—to exploit the Financial Institution—Does Mayor Sanders know about this YES IS he covering it up YES—WHY—MONEY—She is a Huge Huge Whistle Blower—At the end of the Day will this Transmission be revealed for her protection when the time is right—Intense infected corruption is this transmission being surveilled—The Phone Numbers attached are Numbers of the Connected Perpetrators in Michigan who will to protect themselves divert her—Who is this Woman—What does she really know—is her CIA involvement will connected parties call her crazy to deflect you—are these the methods they use—even though she is Learning Disabled she is extremely Smart Very Resourceful and will not bargain even for her own skins sake until the perpetrators are revealed on the News TORTURE—does this to you—do you understand Under no circumstances ever will she stop until this is exposed

Understand this very well they robbed her ability to have children this crime has been ongoing towards her since 2002 and it still is San Diego has been involved twice Currently and in 2006—So understand that this transmission will be scrutinized at a later date because she has to put Safe Guards in place in case a Corrupted individual recites it—Its called boxing in the Perp's Their Connected like you would not believe so Who arrived in San Diego on August 8th 2011—who and what does she Know Theft of a Person

Report Create Date/Time: 11/9/2011 4:31:49 PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>SerialNo</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>UpdatedDTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5317</td>
<td>A Child of God</td>
<td>original 1963</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>77777</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>quddriltexillion dollars</td>
<td>a Human</td>
<td>11/9/2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5318</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Being</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a gazillion dollars</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


11/9/2011
San Diego Sheriff eCrime Report - Sent

The Report has been submitted to the Sheriff Communications Center.
You may be contacted via telephone or email within five business days.
A confirmation has been sent to your email.

**eCrime Report number:** ECR201112692

- **Area:** Unincorporated San Diego County
- **Unincorporated Community:** S.D. County (Other)
- **Crime Type:** Theft
- **Incident Start Date:** 8/8/2011 9:08:00 AM
- **Incident End Date:** 10/29/2011 9:01:00 PM
- **Reporting Party First Name:** David
- **Reporting Party Middle Name:** B
- **Reporting Party Last Name:** williams
- **Reporting Party Race:** White
- **Reporting Party Gender:** M
- **Reporting Party Birthdate:** 07/28/1963
- **Reporting Party Phone:** 313-533-8000
- **Reporting Party Email:** lesiew21@gmail.com
- **Reporting Party IDNo:** w452511461567
- **Reporting Party IDType:** Michigan
- **Reporting Party Address1:** P.O.Box-60752
- **Reporting Party Apt:**
- **Reporting Party City:** San Diego
- **Reporting Party State:** CA
- **Reporting Party Zip:** 92166
- **Reporting Party Country:** America
- **Victim First Name:** David
- **Victim Middle Name:** B
- **Victim Last Name:** williams
- **Victim Race:** White
- **Victim Gender:** M
- **Victim Birthdate:** 07/28/1963
- **Victim Address1:** P.O.Box-60752
- **Victim Apt:**
- **Victim City:** San Diego
- **Victim State:** CA
- **Victim Zip:** 92166
- **Victim Country:** America
- **Victim Info:**
- **Incident Address1:** P.O.Box-60752
- **Incident Address2:**
- **Incident XStreet:** cannon Road
- **Incident Apt:**
- **Incident City:** San Diego
LESLIE WILLIAMS has been given the following patient education materials:

**Assault, Physical**

Assault includes any behavior, whether intentional or reckless, which results in bodily injury to another person and/or damage to property. Included in this would be any behavior, intentional or reckless, that by its nature would be understood (interpreted) by a reasonable person as intent to harm another person or to damage his/her property. Threats may be oral or written. They may be communicated through regular mail, computer, fax, or phone. These threats may be direct or implied.

**FORMS OF ASSAULT INCLUDE**

Physically assaulting a person. This includes physical threats to inflict physical harm as well as:

- Slapping.
- Poking.
- Punching.
- Hitting.
- Kicking.
- Pushing.
- Damaging or destroying property.
- Throwing or hitting objects.
- Arson.
- Sabotage.
- Equipment vandalism.

Displaying a weapon or an object that appears to be a weapon in a threatening manner.

- Carrying a firearm of any kind.
- Using a weapon to harm someone.

Using greater physical size/strength to intimidate another.

- Making intimidating or threatening gestures.
- Bullying.
- Hazing.

Intimidating, threatening, hostile, or abusive language directed toward another person.

It communicates the intention to engage in violence against that person. And it leads a reasonable person to expect that violent behavior may occur.

Stalking another person.

**IF IT HAPPENS AGAIN**

Should this occur again, immediately call for emergency help (911 in U.S.).

If someone poses clear and immediate danger to you, seek legal authorities to have a protective or restraining order put in place.

Less threatening assaults can at least be reported to authorities.

**STEPS TO TAKE IF A SEXUAL ASSAULT HAS HAPPENED**

Go to an area of safety. This may include a shelter or staying with a friend. Stay away from the area where you have been attacked. A large percentage of sexual assaults are caused by a friend, relative or associate.

**If medications were given by your caregiver, take them as directed** for the full length of time prescribed.

Only take over-the-counter or prescription medicines for pain, discomfort, or fever as directed by your caregiver.
Scripps Mercy Hospital

I have received and understand the instructions in this handout.

---

**Patient/Guardian's Signature**

**Patient's Name:** Leslie Williams

---

**Caregiver's Signature**

**Caregiver's Name:** Dr. Whiting

**Special Instructions:**
- Follow up at Mercy clinic
- Over the counter Motrin
- Return for worsening/persistent symptoms

---

**Cervical Spine Strain**

**WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW:**

A cervical (sir-vih-kull) neck strain is when the neck is quickly whipped forward and back. It is also called a "whiplash." This injury is usually caused by contact sports or an accident, such as a car accident. This may cause stress and stretching of the muscles, tendons, ligaments, nerves, or other neck tissue. The pain may be sudden or start slowly. It may be felt at the time you hurt your neck or it may start hurting hours later. A cervical strain often heals in a few days. But, sometimes the pain may last for weeks or months.

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

- Apply ice to the sore muscle for 15 to 20 minutes each hour for the first 1 to 2 days. Put the ice in a plastic bag and place a towel between the bag of ice and your skin.

- After the first 1 to 2 days, you may apply heat to the injury to help relieve pain. You may use a warm heating pad, whirlpool bath, or warm, moist towels for 15 to 20 minutes every hour for 48 hours.

- Medicines:
Always take your medicine as directed by caregivers. If you think it is not helping or if you feel you are having side effects, call your caregiver. Do not quit taking it until you discuss it with your caregiver.

- Keep a written list of what medicines you are taking and when you take them. Bring the list of your medicines or the pill bottles when you see your caregiver(s). Learn why you take each medicine. Ask your caregiver for information about your medicines.

- You may use ibuprofen (i-bew-pro-fin) and acetaminophen (uh-c-tuh-min-o-fin) for your pain. These may be bought as over-the-counter medicine. Do not take ibuprofen if you are allergic to aspirin.

- Your caregiver may prescribe medication to control pain or to relax the muscles in your neck. Take exactly as directed. If you are taking medicine that makes you drowsy, do not drive or use heavy equipment.

- You have been given a soft cervical (neck) collar to wear.

- Wear it for as long as your caregiver says you should.

- Sleeping without a pillow may help ease the pain. You also may sleep with a cervical pillow (a special pillow you can buy at a medical supply store). You also may use a small towel rolled up tightly (2 inches thick) and placed under your neck.

CONTACT A CAREGIVER IF:

- Your neck pain is getting worse.

- You have questions or concerns about your care.

SEEK CARE IMMEDIATELY IF:

- You have pain, numbness, tingling, or weakness of your arms, face, or scalp.

- You have shortness of breath, a hoarse voice, or problems swallowing.

© 1974-2011 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.

CERVICAL SPINE STRAIN - AfterCare(R) Instructions(ER/ED), English
Generated on Monday, October 10, 2011 12:11:54 PM

Patient/Guardian Signature:

I have received and understand the instructions above.

I have a plan to obtain my medications.

GanGStalked at Canton Lib still 6/21/2011

Leslie williams <appoline77@gmail.com>
To: appoline77 <appoline77@gmail.com>

Tue, Jun 21, 2011 at 5:04 PM

Im at the Canton Lib there is a Gangstalker in her who has harrassed me in the past he's bald skanky looking and sitting right next to me-if anything happens from this date forward 6/21/2011 at the Canton libr-in Canton Ci-it will be to use this incident as a excuse to bann me from this library because I come here to use the internet for the purpose of posting blogs and contacting civic organizations conceming GanGstalking and electronic harrassment-stuff is also participating in GanGStalking activities

6/21/2011

leslie Williams
Patient Visit Summary

LESLIE WILLIAMS has been given the following list of patient education materials, prescriptions and follow-up instructions:

**Patient Education Materials:**
- Assault, General
- Cervical Sprain and Strain

**Prescriptions:**
- cyclobenzaprine (Flexeril 5 mg oral tablet); 5 mg, Oral, 3 TIMES A DAY, 10 day, 0,
- ibuprofen (Motrin 600 mg oral tablet); 600 mg, Oral, FOUR TIMES A DAY, for pain, 0,

The home medication list below has been reviewed and reconciled with the new orders. It is recommended your primary physician and pharmacist review all new and current medications for interactions at time of first follow up or when filling your prescription. The accuracy of the home med list is based on information provided by the patient/family/other on arrival.

**Home Meds:**

**Follow-Up Instructions:**

**Follow Up With:**
- Linda Vista Clinic
**Where:**
- 858-279-0925

**Comments:**

**When:**
- Within 1-2 weeks
How I was Tortured whisk and in part by who=

I message

Leslie Williams <appoline77@gmail.com>
To: appoline77 <appoline77@gmail.com>

I want you/Mature Intellegent Mature Audiences only to View this individual is going thru- in this video Clip look at him Really look at him. How stressed out he is the mentally and the physical Pain and tension he is experiencing. Digest it in your memory as a mature adult. Picture someone going thru this who IS ACTUALLY LITERALLY LITERALLY GOING THRU THIS WHILST THEIR BEING HARRASSED BY THE Microwave Auditory affect and its being done towards them intentionally maliciously Deliberately now in knowing this the harassment was NON STOP NON STOP now while knowing this understand the tolls that LITERALLY LITERALLY used Remote Neural Monitoring to start the Reporting and then continued to use it to keep them going even using this womens loan money to fund it they used her to torture her using these technologies believe it she HAS PROOF Proof sits thru Perceptions arguments and Doubts.

Thank You

After Viewing the Video feel free to read the timeline but you can read all of the blogs. Especially the ones that are the dates that are closer to 2010 and 2011 they are the blogs that describe the technologies that were finally discovered that were used on her since at least 2001 At least.

Thank You Leslie Williams

Drug induced Paranoia From the Movie Runes Sigh up to view this Video Clip It only takes a second and come to understand what they did to the Woman

http://slashvideo.com/XTRI-nash-review-drug-induced-paranoia/

http://slashvideo.com/XTRI-nash-review-drug-induced-paranoia/

The Microwave Auditory effect and Computer To brain feedbackloop was used at all of these Places and Apartment.* The Stairs was the Computer to feedbackloop and the Microwave Auditory effect was the delivery of the feedbackloop that was attached to remote neural monitoring and its networked hardware connection to the expedition as the vehicle's delivery system using the Home Wiring and ventilation system as the conduit the carrier of teh Freq quinoids of teh microwave Auditory effect it is why they got me out of teh house on steadman and its why it took almost two weeks for the Appoline apartment to be available physical Gangstalking was also used at these locations as well.

http://steadsmanperpetratorsomewhere.blogspot.com/

How was Leslie Torted

TACTIC 4

Make the person re-evaluate the most central aspects of his or her experience of self and prior conduct in negative ways. Efforts are designed to destabilize and undermine the subject's basic consciousness, reality awareness, world view, emotional control and defense mechanisms. The subject is guided to reinterprets his or her life's history and adopt a new version of causality.

They moved in down stairs while setting the stage and implementing it for provoking a relapse they used her addiction as a weapon for (EVENTUAL) Guardianship which will be fully explained below.

What they did was they provoked a relapse after putting the idea of taking out loans so she had money for it, they provoked it through causing the victim to feel extreme feeling states of ANGER, about her privacy in more than 1 way, Powerlessness to do anything about without losing what she was brainwashed to believe (YOU can stay sober on your own) which isolated her from support and then into a environment where they employed TACTIC 4 through her sense of hearing. They played verbal mind game's through verbal scripts that were designed.

http://appolinecourt.blogspot.com/2008/07/appoline-print.html

1. steadman/perpetrators move in

http://steadsmanperpetratorsomewhere.blogspot.com/- Cached

You +1'd this publicly. Undo

Sep 22, 2008 - Leslie met Michelle at a deatbrorn AA meeting back in 1997-98 and Leslie W was ... Leslie had seen her at meeting a few times before. ... So Leslie called her house when Michelle was at work and left her a message on her..... something that will connect what happened to me on Appoline street and how ...

You've visited this page 4 times. Last visit: 9/1/11

2. Jacks House Before Appoline

http://jackshousebeforeappoline.blogspot.com/- Cached

You +1'd this publicly. Undo

Sep 22, 2008 - the 3rd day Leslie went back home to appoline and at this time in ... Blast to them the deatbrorn police, and the deatbrorn AA'ers .... What am going to write below is the main vehicile of the worst torture episode's ...

3. Appoline/torture

http://appoline/torture.blogspot.com/-Cached

You +1'd this publicly. Undo

Sep 22, 2008 - the 3rd day Leslie went back home to appoline and at this time in ... Blast to them the deatbrorn police, and the deatbrorn AA'ers who ... The thing before I go on with those details is, to keep in mind .... What am going to write below is the main vehicile of the worst torture episode's ...

4. Appoline Current: Appoline—#Print

http://appolinecurrent.blogspot.com/2008/07/appoline-print.html

You +1'd this publicly. Undo

Sep 22, 2008 - the 3rd day Leslie went back home to appoline and at this time in ... Blast to them the deatbrorn police, and the deatbrorn AA'ers who ... The thing before I go on with those details is, to keep in mind .... What am going to write below is the main vehicile of the worst torture episode's...

5. Appoline Current: Appoline#Print—#2

8/1/2011 6:22 PM
6. Appoline-current-2-b Appoline-Current-2-h

appoline-current-2-b.blogspot.comAppoline-current-2-h.html - Cached
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 2011/12/22

6. Learning Disabled Woman Tortured in Dearborn MI

womantorturedindearborn.blogspot.comAppoline-current-2-h.html - Cached
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 2011/12/22

6. Appoline-Current2-b Appoline-Current-2-h

appoline-current-2-b.blogspot.comAppoline-current-2-h.html - Cached
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 2011/12/22

7. Learning Disabled Woman Tortured in Dearborn MI

womantorturedindearborn.blogspot.comAppoline-current-2-h.html - Cached
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 2011/12/22

8. Blogged: User Profile: Learning Disabled Woman tortured in Dearborn MI

www.blogger.com/profile/15508284356990742691 - Cached
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 2011/12/22

9. NSA Remote Neural Monitoring Lawsuit: John St Clair AkweI vs NSA...

blogspot.comRemote-Neural-Monitoring-Inspir-It - Cached
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 2011/12/22

2. Psychological Violence, Example: 12 Step Meetings/Recovery...

blogspot.comPsychological-Violence-Example-12Step - Cached
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 2011/12/22

3. Gang Stalking World. The place where targets unite.Detailed: AA and ...

www.gangstalkingworld.comIndex.htm?ppos=126 - Cached
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 2011/12/22

4. GangStalking and Corrot LanLords

gangstalkingandcorrotlandlords.blogspot.com - Cached
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 2011/12/22

5. GANG STALKING: Is it real? Page 2

www.gps4lifemoderation.comforumdisplay.php?pos=125 - Cached
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 2011/12/22
How I was Tortured wheir and in part by who=

1 message

Leslie williams <appoline77@gmail.com>

To: appoline77 <appoline77@gmail.com>

Mon, Aug 1, 2011 at 6:21 PM

I want you to make Intelligence on this video clip and in the video as you look at him. Also laugh at this how stressed out he is in the memory and the physical pain and terror he is experiencing. I put it in your memory as a reminder as it is a reminder of the real struggle and assault that he is going through. I am actually in the room while he is going through this. One of the most motivating factors in torturing someone is to watch them struggle. I am watching him struggle.

Thank You

After viewing this video find me another video that was made before this. Especially the ones that are the date that are closer to 2010 and 2011. They are the ones that describe the technologies that were used on him after he was released from prison. They are the ones that describe the technologies that were used on him after he was released from prison.

Thank you Leslie Williams

Drug induced Paranoia From the movie Rush Sign up to view this video clip it only takes a second and come to understand what they did to this woman

http://moviedp.com/XTR-n-mov-ev-destruct-paranoia/

http://moviedp.com/XTR-n-mov-drug-induced-paranoia/

The Microwave Auditory effect and Computer To Brain feedbackloop was used at all of these Places and Apartment-"The Scripts was the Computer to feedbackloop and the Microwave Auditory effect was the delivery system of the feedbackloop that was attached to remote neural monitoring and its networked Hubbed connection to the expedition as the vehicle/energy system using the Home Wires and ventilation systems as the conduit to the other cabin and cabin of the microwave Auditory effect is why they got me out of the house on a steamboat and why it took almost two weeks for the Appoline apartment to be available. Physical Gangstalking was also used at these locations as well.


1. steedman/perpetrator's move in

You've visited this page 4 times. Last visit: 9/1/11

2. jack's house before appoline

You've visited this page 4 times. Last visit: 9/1/11

3. AppolineTorture

You've visited this page 4 times. Last visit: 9/1/11

4. Appoline Current: Appoline-4IPrint

You've visited this page 4 times. Last visit: 9/1/11

5. Appoline Current: Appoline-4IPrint-02

adapted they knew it and is just one avenue of me exciting them to become more transparent. In other words I'm not letting them go home under any circumstance and what ever they do I will keep it attached to the hop of the sequential order of how/who it came about and how its attached to what they previously did in order to attire me in a environment where these current events could be transpired against me. In other words everything they do Everything they manipulate has to be brought about thru Direct Human Participation which means Humans have names-Now if I Mind my own Business everywhere I go my Behavior is 100% appropriate for everywhere I go and am at and since I engage in NO Illegal Activity whatsoever at anytime if anything happens Towards me Concerning me, About me, or Against me-then these things are brought about by an external force with a Motive that drives it and no Gangstalking theater or Remote Neurally Manipulated Event can change the fact that this is what I do 24/7 Nothing wrong so when things transpire concerning me this and be clear this are and were Managed events brought about by a Covet third party-Revive Gangstalking extensively at Google and YouTube-

I'm Stalking the Gangstalkers by exciting their Pairs thru Multiple Legal Avenges and by tightening the Noose of them not getting their needs met.

I literally test my ability to have children because of these Freaks-I went to school from 1988 up until 2004 so I could secure a education while doing EVERYTHING that a responsible adult would do in attempting to remediate Obsessive Compulsive Behavior-the Education was a safeguard so if I ever got married again and had children if anything happened to him a education would help secure Employment Stability-And after 24/7 Nonstop Torture and Open Gangstalking since 2002 I have discovered it was them that got the Obsessive Compulsive behavior started and that they were Remotely Stimulating it with Remote Neural Monitoring/Influenceing FROM THE VERY BEGINNING-I lost years of my life money-time the possibility of many different futures I could have been living/Distinct opportunities Relationship wise Financial wise employment wise-and children wise-all of this was Deliberately DELIBERATELY and Maliciously stolen from me with pure 100% Malice of Forthought and Criminal Intent-Exploitation to the Most Honest Extent So I say this today NO ONE Goes Home that was involved in this and I am making sure that I spin them to remain transparent-in a timed sequenced self preservation response-behaviors that can only in the end expose their Presence and nature-I wanted a Boy and a Girl I worked for Years and Years and Years in school for the their sake-Struggling with learning Disabilities and what they were doing to me remotely in the midst of it they stole this from me and I'm going to make sure I expose them so they cannot do it to anyone else

My name is Leslie S Williams-This is my life my mind my body My Motive-I'll be Leaving Ct soon Im Circising past places and environments I have been Gangstalked all being Gangstalked all this my goal is to circle where I have been and utilize my tactics towards them to prove that it is happening still and that it happened years prior when it was going on and I didn't know what Gangstalking was.

Because in Part this is what I do-Stalking is a Felony and who ever is steering this is the same Criminality that was steering it from the beginning so the issues I get in future events and incidents are aware of who they are - because they are being spirited to be in my presence at specific Times dates and Places Im at--and they do use employees for places I frequent-Libraries Universities stores Banks and the goal is to get perjury out of them and them Drop something in their lap they dont believe I have-Which will prove the perjury, the coercion to aid and abet, to conceal and this in turn exposes them-perjury is a Felony and since the same syndicate is steering this that was steering this it make everything Everything that happened to me a HUGE Felonious expedition-I want names and I will get them-predict what they will do before hand based on Experience education their needs their options thier nature their personalities their assets their limitations and devise a protocol that is nothin but a step by step plan to platitude the Vulnerabilities and their need to protect them-The need to Covet what they have done and are attempting to do-their attached to the hop of these fears they have to protect their need to cover-I will get names synthesize them and eventually use they to expose them in that simple-Public Exposure Helps secure truth because Oustwards and internal corruption becomes more transparent

I type these predictions in a email account I then download them to a portable devices and I also print them, of all these things isolate the predictions in space and time Date and Time wise and if they happen after the fact of prediction towards someone who Minds their own Business who's behavior is 100% appropriate for EVERY SINGLE Environment their in and enter and who Never Does anything Illegal then it clearly illustrates not only the need to predict it but it also catches prediction coming true after the fact-Im a Running Digital Recorder on them everywhere I go and if their overt and covert tactics of harassment and provocations are not working the only thing that is left are people directly getting involved NAMES-Will the People who pick me up to take me to Stamford being do it for a reason? Who are they and what will occur in Stamford before I am scheduled to Leave Ct-Now since the people who will have to Directly participate in anything they attempt to bring against me, towards me,concerning me or about me Staged Incidents with/without witnesses-their have to make their presence known and if what options lets for them are to exorcise in what is practiced in turn it exposes their minds and nature-even if its not predicted or sought on digital Audio File Anything that happens to me has to be brought about by a outside force whether they lie or not in attempting to bring it about in the midst of it or my response to it I will eventually get names Perjury and there are the ohs that will have to come clean or go to Jail-and face public scrutiny

My name is Leslie Karen Williams-and this is what they sentenced themselves to when they entered my life my home my future
Stay strong fellow targets and May God Protect us in our daily lives
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their nature their personalities their assents their limitations and devise a protocol that is nothing but a step-by-step plan to publicize the vulnerabilities and their need to protect them. The need to cover what they have done and are attempting to do-their attached to the tip of these fears they will have to protect their need to cover the will get names synthesized them and eventually use them to expose them to that simple—public exposure helps secure the truth because Outwards and internal corruption becomes more transparent. I type these predictions in a small account I then download them to a portable devices and also print them, all of these things isolate the predictions in space and time Data and Time wire and if they happen after the fact of prediction towards someone who Minds their own business where his behavior is 100% appropriate for EVERY SINGLE Environment their in end enter and who Never Does anything illegal then it clearly illustrates not only the need to predict it but also catches prediction coming true after the fact— I wear a running digital recorder on me everywhere I go and if their overt and covert tactics of harassment and provocations are not working the only thing that is left are people directly getting involved NAMES--Will the People who pick me up to take me to Stamford being done for a reason? Who are they and what will occur in Stamford before I am scheduled to leave CT—Now since the people who will have to Directly participate in anything they attempt to bring against me, towards me, concerning me, or about me. Staged incidents withheld witness-they'll have to make their presence known and if what options left for them are to execute in what is predicted in turn it exposes their malice and nature even if it is not predicted or caught in digital Audio File. Anything that happens to me has to be brought about by a outside force weather he be or not in attempting to bring it about in the midst of it or my response to it. I will eventually get names perjury and these are the ones that will have to come clean or go to jail and face public scrutiny. My name is Leslie Karen Williams—and this is what they sentenced themselves to when they envisioned my life my home my future. Stay strong fellow fragrets and May God Protect us in our daily lives.